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Research Knowledge dActivities

You wouldn't buy a
car without a test drive.
Whv should market
any ~ i r e n t ?

Until now, buying market
research reports from an online
provider too often ended in
buyer's remorse - before you
could determine whether a
report was pertinent or not, you
had already paid for it ...
No longer!
Now, with the NEXIS"
Market Research Product, you
can preview market research
reports (including any tables!)
for a flat $6 fee, and then pay for
only the pertinent subsections
(not lines or pages!) you decide
to view in full text.
You navigate the reports
with hypertext links, quickly
moving back and forth in your
research to tables of contents for
each subsection
of a report, to
another report,
or to a table
"shell" (without
data, but showing the categories
of each column and row).
With a dozen well-known
providers, such as FINDISW,
Nielsen, Datamonitor and Euromonitor already online, and
dozens more coming soon, the
NEXIS Market Research Product
is the most cost-effective way
for you to get the right market
information. Right now!
Look for file name MARRPT
in the NEXIS Market library,
and take it for a test drive today.
For more information, call our
fax-line at 1800-34-NEXIS and
select document #813, talk to
one of our customer representatives at 1 800-227-4908, or
visit our web site at h t i p J 1 ~ .
leis-nexis.com.

When you need expertise on any company,
industry, product or region, anywhere in the world,
The lnvestext Group has it covered. You can now
access more than 800,000 business reports from
over 360 investment and market research
organizations around the globe.

For company and industry analysis, there's our
InvestextBdatabase. For expert market research,
it's Marklntelm.And for fast alerts about new
reports, there's our Pipeline" service.

All this expertise is available to you whenever you
need it, online, on CD-ROM, by phone or fax.
Need to know more about The lnvestext Group's
business research products and services? Just
call the numbers below.

O 1995 The lnvestext Group lnvestexi and Marklntel are registered trademarks used hereln under llcense
Plwllne IS a trademark used hereln under hcense
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The scientific and technical communities of the U.S. and Canada - at your fingertips
-with SCITECHREFERENCE.PLUS! Access every corner of the scientific comm&ty 28 search criteria, 16 browsable indexes, and database cross-searching give you fast access to detailed
profiles of 124,000 U.S. and Canadian scientists and engineers from American M a and Women ofScience
... 8,000 research facilities and independent labs active in commercial or applied research from the
Directory of American Research and Technology, ... 25,000 leading U.S. and international technology firms
from the Directory of CorporateAffihtions ... 314,000 books covering every aspect of the sci-tech and medical fields from Books i n Print ... and 63,000 sci-tech and medical serials from Ulrich's International
Periodicals Directory.

Whether you're a librarian or researcher, marketing professional or student, you can...
Locate experts in all the physical, biological and related sciences. Consult S d l m REFERENm PLUS'S
detailed profiles to find and contact expert witnesses, subjects for articles, and speakers for conferences.
Discover who owns which research facilities and determine their mission. Identify candidates for
cooperative research ventures.
Develop mailing lists. Get the names and addresses of vital decision makers to market new products or take advantage of employment opportunities.
Find virtually every sci-tech and medical publication published or distributed in the U.S. Update
your collection by easily accessing and ordering the most current materials in hot fields such as
plastics or genetic engineering, or quickly print bibliographies for patrons.
So when you want to research the people and companies making today's tec
nological advances -without wasting time and effort - you need an
advanced research tool
SCITECH
REFERENCE PLUS ! Call today to
order or for more information!

-

Bowker Reed Reference Electronic Publishing
121 Chanlon Road, New Providence, NJ 07974

and
Dial toll free 1-800-323-3288,
FAX 908-665-3528
ernail: info@bowker.com
www site: http://www.reedref.corn
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Need to find financial data on a European competitor?
How international consumers and regulators feel

KR P R O B A S E brings the easy-to-use convenience

about animal feed additives? Or which of the former

of Windows to DataStar now, with DIALOGa to follow

Soviet republics would be best for your business?

in 1996. Together, these services give you all the tools

Follow the first rule of research: go right to the
source. To DataStar,SMEurope's electronic informa-

you need to meet your information requirements in
today's-and

tomorrow's-global

marketplace.

tion service.

PRESENTING PROBASE::
rw

DATASTAR
IN A LANGUAGE YOU
ALREADY UNDERSTAND.
KR PROBASE is an easy-to-use, Windows-based
approach to DataStar. This means that instead of

complicated command languages, you get easy, pointand-click access to Europe's viewpoint on the widest
variety of topics. Topics that include companies,
news, and country and market analysis. Science and
medicine. Pharmaceuticals, automobiles, food and a
lot more-over 350 databases in all.
And all without sacrificing the search sophistication that specialists like yourself have come to expect.
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800-334-2564
Want more information? Call us today or contact your
local Knight-Ridder Information sales representative.
We'll send you exactly what you've been looking for.

KR P R O B A S E .
It's the new way to look
at Europe.
01995 Kn~ghtRldder Informat~on
All rights reserved. DIALOG. DataStar
and KR ProBase are service marks of
Knight-Ridder Information, Inc. Windows
is a trademark of Mlcrosoft Corporation.

IRN PROBASE
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THE DATASTAR COLLECTION
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You've got an important
meeting, and you need
the right information
right away.

i

i

i

i
i

From panic to
performance-wih UMI,
you receive the exact
information neccessary to
make your case.

With UMl's vast full-text
files online, you et h e
answers p n J i n minutes.

When Important Business is
on the ~ine,GO Onhe with UMI.
BIIINFORM'"gives you the facts for tracking industry
marketing trends, staying on top of the competition, and
handling tough management situations. Business Dateline',
helps you identify regional business opportunities and pinpoint
hard-to-find information about small, private companies. And our
new Banking Information Source and the Accounting & Tax
Database keep you in-the-know about the latest tax legislation and
important accounting and finance issues.

A

Whatever the business question, our full-text files bring you the
answers. Plus, with full-text records doubling to nearly 1 million
over the next year', our files won't leave you empty handed. For
more information, please contact your online vendor. Or call
UMI at (800) 521-0600, ext. 3714.
If you prefer locnl access, business dnfnbnses art2nlso ouailnble 011CD-ROM.
' P r ~ ~ j ~ c f i oore
i l sbnsed oil dnily edrtorial coiifrih~rtionsto onlinc I~oldinp.

UMI

A Bell O Ho~oellCotnpany

W e Mean Business.
300 N. Zeeb Rd., P.O. Box 1346, Ann Arbor, MI 48106-1346 USA

Phone: (800) 521-0600 (313) 761-4700
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A R E STILL MISSING.

A generat~on ago, Americans risked ther v e s in documents, statistcal d~rector~es
and more It references
Vietnam. Today, they're rsk~nginvestments.With the trade literature from 60 countries around the globe.
embargo l~fted,Americans have swapped fatigues for
So before you risk time and money, turn to the
pnstriped suits.
def~n~tive
source. PAIS
U S -Vietnam trade IS just one of the Important publ~c Publ~cAffairs Information Service, Inc.
and social p o c y issues you can explore
521 West 43rd Street, New York, NY 10036-4396
through PAlS International. PAlS glves you
800-288-PAIS, 212-736-6629,FAX: 212-643-2848
instant access to an index of some 400,000
e-mall: ~nqulrles@pa~s.org
hard-to-f~ndart~cles, books, government
WWW, http:/Ipais lnter netlpaisl

PAIS

N o o n e looks at the world like P A I S

.

On CD-ROM' P A S ON CD-ROM a PAlS SELECT FULL-TEXT CD-ROM a PAlS INTERNATIONAL O N SILVERPLATTER PAlSlEBSCO CD
I n Print. PAIS INTERNATIONAL IN PRINTa. PAlS SUBJECT HEADINGS
Online through: DATA-STAR DIALOG OCLC RLG On Magnetic Tape. CONTACT PAlS FOR INFORMATION

.
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Giie your researchers e-mail access
to the world's leadingjournals.
Give them Corporate AlertTM.
NOW

Full-Text Access

you can aflo~lably

\Vithin minutes, your reseanhers

provide your resea~rherswith timel!

can scan the tables of contents; read

access to the tab/u\ of contn~l\and

tull-length, English-language author

author nh\trach tiom the leading

abstracts; and easily place electronic

science, technology and social sciences

orders for the articles they want

journalc. Introducing Corporate

-

tiom your library, document supplier,

Alert, new from the Institute for

or f~.oruour own conveuient docu-

Sc~entificInf~xmation?

ment deliveru. senice, The Genuine

A n d @ . There's no wasted motion 01
money -you receive and pay for

Customized and Affordable

For almost forty years, lSIB

only the information you require.

(publisher of C u v e n t Contents" and the
Sr~enrpC~trctionIndex9 has supplied
the scientific and academic comn~utlities with cul-rent reseal& inlorrnation
ot the highest relevance and quality.
Corporcrteiflert now brings that ex-

~ - ~~ ~ l ~l
l Flexible
k Solutions
~
~
~
It.c this \ilnple, Wltll
help
Co,porute Alert is just one of the rusolll.
cet up a
pn,.
tonriled products within the Res~nrch
tile
all thejOul.nalsvl,l,l.
Alrrl Dzrert'" family of services. .Also
Irsearchcrs \*.isl1to ,,,oniton
available is advanced profiling based

pel-rise to you with a cuctomired table-

joul.nalc are pl.ocessed fol- irlclusion in

of-contents alerting service designed

Ollr m l l l t i t l i c c i , l l l l l l,atailase

o11 ntle uords, authors, author

kevnords, KqWord P ~ U . \and
~,
8,000 leadi~lginternational~<~ur-~lals, cltcd reference sealrhing,
i tile tables (,t
,ol, l.
li,find out rnol-e, contact IS1 lodov.
company's researchers with thc critiusers. Illdivitlual
are Irtrie,,e(i
Phone:
cal irrformation the! ireed - deln~ui-rd alld imlnediately fol-r~.~lrded
to tt,ern
1-800-336-4454, 21 5-386-0100,
ridit 10 tl~elrdrsktops o w lhr I I I ~ P ~ J W ~ . the ~ ~ ~ ~ ~tlreir
~ e.mail
~ ~ ~ +44-1895-2i0016
, . , d i ~ ~ ~ ~

needs.'.and
your hudget. So you can provide y c
to accommodate

!.'"Ir

E-mail:

addresses.

isisalerCdisinet.con1
Web:
http:l/~~b~v.isinet.com

Corporate
The first thhg that comes across is its value.
lnstltute for Scientific Information, Inc.
3501 Mahet Street, Phlladelph$a. PA 19104 U.S A Brunel Sclence Pah, Brunel UnlverslTy, Uxbndge UB8 3P9 U.K.

.
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The most advanced operating system available
for integrated serial information management.
J EBSCO Information Services
239.50 compliant clientlserver search and retrieval system
database of indexing and abstract coverage for
3,500+ periodicals
table of contents service from over 11,000 research journals
keyword searchable, cover-to-coverASCll full text of
2,000 titles
customized current awareness service covering more than
30,000 titles
trained staff to locate any document
online database of over 256,000 journal title listings
directory of bibliographic and publisher information on over 159,000
serial tiles available in print or on CD-ROM.

Retrieve
journal and CD-ROM database subscriptions from around the world
ASCll full text articles at local workstations
print or download entire articles or only portions
document delivery via mail, facsimile, e-mail or the World Wide Web

Analyze & Manage
0 valuable reports available for print subscriptions
for budgeting and cost analysis, collection development and
assessment, and management and control
electronic database customization
for administrative control, database selection and search
screen setup, title exclusion and search limiters
Collection Control System for local holdings information and
usage statistics by department
document delivery invoice and report customization
for managing expenditures and resources, avoiding costly
duplication, assisting with subscription decisions based
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Bound librarv

STAWlibraries lets vou decide
what's best for vour ooerations services. and users.
Break free of needless
constraints and discover
a new level of power to
manage traditional
collectionsplus full text,
non-bibliographic
information, and images.

Only STARo/Librariesgives you an integrated library system that
you can also modify to fit your collections, your procedures, and your
users - no matter how much they change.
STARLibrariesis a powelful multi-user system that supports both
MARC and non-MARC data and includes all the built-in tools you
need to specify input control, indexing rules, and reports - your way.
With STARLibraries,you get a powerful search engine, automatic
thesaurus searching, and a choice of assisted search interfaces,
including MicrosofP Windows'" and Mosaic"' client options.
Don't settle for less when you can have so much more. Call us at
(800) 366-1390 to find out how STARLibrariescan help your
library or information center break free.

co CUADRA
Cuadra Associates, Inc.
11835 W Oiyrnplc Blvd , Sulte 855 Los Angeles. CA 90064 (310) 478-0066 (800) 366-1390 FAX (310) 477-1078
All trademarks or registered trademarks are Ihe properly of ther respective manufacturers
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YOUR SINGLE SOURCE
FOR INFORMATION
Scientific, Technical and Medical
111r ( ~III~~CICI
In\titutc
f o r k i c n t i t i c a n d l e c l l r ~ i c a Il n t o r r ~ i a t i o n(( I\ I I )

S.WS DAh(;IIHOIIJS B'ROPERTIE

MATEIUAIS, NIIV'I'H EDITION by Richard J. Lewis, 3r.
ISKK: C1 4+2-02O;!i-! ('I'l1rt.c. iolume Set) Available now
S-*99.9<!J 19<)0
LSHY ( I - ~ 2 - O . !~OO-L)((:I)-Ri)M) Available now
.A \:st, relkthle source of critical information on health and safety data.

regulator) standard\, to\icit\: carcinogenici?, and physical properties of
owr 20,000 chmical suhstances. New: 2,000 completely new chemicals,
druoz, and biolocic;cl
acrnts
14,000 updated entries New or additional
~,
\.
ph!&al d:ct:cadtied for 0.000 entries CAS Registry Numbers for more than
18.000 entries 100,000 domestic and international synonyms 3 Instant
Locator Indcses Streamlined toxicity data OSHA, ACGIH. MAK exposure
h i r s VOSH HI. U I ) I q)lac.c>ajr limits New adv:mred ~ f e profiles
h
for handling spills, accidental exposures,
and fire5 Carcinogert. .uld reproductive effects New European Data. Also available in CD-ROM.

HANDBOOK OF ENVIRONMENTAL DATA ON ORGANIC
CHEMICALS, THIRD EDITION by h r e l Verschueren
ISBN: 0-442-01916-5 (Print Version) Available April 1996
ISBS: 0-442-02305-3 (CD-ROM) Available June 1996

All the information you need to prudently use potentially dangerous chemicals is in this
fully revised edition of our classic handbook. Pesticides, detergents, phthalates, polynuclear aromatics, and polychlorinated biphenyls are all investigated in detail.
Includes physidchemical properties; air, soil, and water pollution factors;
aquatic toxicity and biological effects; odor thresholds; sampling and analysis
data: and structural formulas of over 3,000 chemicals. Tables have been refined
to focus on environmentally related materials. Also available in CD-ROM.

ENVIRONMENTAL CONTAMINANT REFERENCE
DATABOOK, VOLUMES I AND I1 by Jan C. Prager
ISBN: 0-442-01918-1 (Vol. I), ISBN: 0-442-01969-6 (Vol. 11) Available now
$129.95 (each volume) O l 9 9 5 I996
ISBN: 0-442-0230q-9 (CD-ROM) Available June 1996
$300.00 0 1996
Comprehensive coverage of environmental effects of regulated chemicals. Identifies
regulated chemicals and chemicals of special interest to environmental and safety professionals due to widespread contamination or considerable hazard. A reference compendium of physic& chemical, and biological dangers of environmental chemicals
and selected simple and complex mixtures. Listings include CAS number; SAX
number; sampling, analysis, and detection limits; environmental transport, fate
and effects; structural formula; molecular fo
odor thresholds; regulatoq jurisdictions and authorities;
monitoring methods; international data; q n o

HAWLEY'S CONDENSED CHEMICAL DICTIONARY,
TWELFI'H EDITION by Richard J. Lewis, Sr.
ISBN: 0-442-01131-8 (Print Version) Available now
The most widely recognized dictionary of industrial chemicals. terms, pro
and related terminology, Hawley's is an essential reference for all levels of
where chemicals are used -from management and administrative people to ma
and sales to technical and scientific staff. Hawley's presents three distinct tpes of
information: ( 1 )descriptions of chemicals, raw materials, manufacturing processes,
and equipment; (2)expanded definitions of chemical entities, phenomena, and
terminology used in every phase of engineering and technical development; and
(3)descriptions or identjfications of a wide range of trademarked products.
Included with Sax's DPIM Ninth Edition CD-ROM.

COOPER'S COMPREHENSIVE ENVIRONMENTAL DESK
REFERENCE: WITH SUPPLEMENTAL SPELL CHECK DISK
by Andre R. Cooper
ISBN: 0-442-02159-5 (Print Version) Available now
ISBN: 0-442-02161-5 (CD-ROM) Available June 1996
A unique comprehensive reference with more th;m 1,000 pages of key terms,
over 5,000 acronyms and useful, detailed information on: Superfund Environmental engineering Biology Construction Wetlands OSHA Threatened and endangered flora and fauna * and International organizations and
treaties. Information is supplemented by maps, charts, tables, and diagrams. as
well as crucial agency contact information to give the professional access
to environmental officials who can offer advice and assistance. Destined
to become a classic work, essential for all environmental, hazardous waste and safety engineers and managers,
industrial hygienists, and environmental lawyers, as well as for students in these fields. Also available in CD-ROM.

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS HANDBOOK
by Richard P. Pohiinish and Stanley A. Greene
ISBN: 0-442-02212-3 (Print Version) Available July 1996
ISBN: 0-442-02220-4 (CD-ROM) Available September 1996
This corrected. updated and expanded version of the U.S. Coast Guard's Chem
Hazards Response Infomation System (CHRIS) Manunl features widely used
transported industrial materials including, practical hands-on data and technical
data as well as chemical properties. This book is a portable and easier to use version of the CHRISMand This new resource covers marc: than 1,240 substances.
while also improving on the original by including a a!
index, sy~onynindex, and
a helpful identification section with new fields and vital ID information moved

BIOSIS

GenReeT.
o n Compact Disc

Multiple Genetics Disciplines in a Single Reference Source.

-

Find genetics information plants, animals,
humans, and microorganisms using one tool.

-

*Comprehensive journal coverage - References selected from 6,500

international scientific journals and 340 business publications
*Unparalleledmeeting coverage - References to the most current

research reported at 2,000 scientific meetings worldwide
*Unique business coverage - References to reports on recent

government regulations, product launches, mergers and U.S
patents
*Internationalgene sequence numbers included - Over 50,000
sequence numbers from GenBank, the European Molecular
Biology Laboratory (EMBL), and the DNA Data Bank of
Japan (DDAJ)
r - - - ~ ~
~

-

~

-

i YES! I am interested in the following:
1 hpply~ngfor a free 30-day trial of BIOSIS GenRgon CD.
i Please scnd rnc a brochure and pricr card.
Addreis
Country

pBIOSIS
N

"

Postal Code

ifate

C8ty

Telephone

internet e mall

Fa"

Rerum to HlO\lS. l i a r k c r m and \&,. 2100 I r ~ Srrecc,
h
Phrlidelphli. P 4 191l13 U S A m rhr
I l ~ r r r ~ h u r omr your arra Or call 1~800-523-4806(USA
Officnl Reprercnrarlvc o r
and Cmada): 215-587-4847 (Worldw~del;F u 215-587-2016; Intcrnct c-mail
~nfo@rna~l.b~osrs.org
World Wldc Web U R L http.iluwwbioris.org
5L19SGR
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Research Knowledge and Activities of
Special Librarians: Results of a Survey
by Alexandra Dirnitroff

Un estudio de 10s bibliotecorios especioles sobre sus
conocimientos y octividodes en 10s investigocibnes
descubria que dos tercios de 10s interrogodos hon
tenido un entrenomiento en formo en la metodologio
de investigocion (lo moyoria en la esruelo
bibliotecario), y que un numero significotivo ho
recibido cierto tipo de entrenomiento extrooficial Poro
continuor su educacian sobre lo investigocibn, lo
mayorio de 10s interrogodos escogerion el osistir o un
curso educotivoprolongado o un "workshop" ofrecido
duronte reuniones regionales o en sucursoles. l o
borrero primordial de lo investigocian es folta de
tiempo, seguida par lo folio del apoyo del
odministrodor. Problemos de interes poro 10s
bibliotecarios sobre lo investigocian incluyen el
desorrollo de esfudios y cuestionarios, lo identificocion
de 10s problemos del servicio bibliotemrio, y lo
evoluocian de 10sprogromos. Bibliotecoriosespecioles
opinoron que 10s osociociones profesionoles podion
oyudor mejor a lo investigocian por media de cursos
educotivos prolongodos y mejor mmunicocibn de 10s
temas de lo investigocian y 10s resultodos .
Un sondoge des bibliothecoires speciolisb sur leurs
connaissonces et octivites en matiere de recherches a
revel6 que deux-tiers des personnes interrogees ant
r e p une formation professionnelle en methodologie
des recherches (pow la plupart dons one Ecole de
biblioth8coires) et qu'un grand nombre ant r e y
quelque sorte de formotion informelle. Pour continuer
leur Bducation dons le domaine des recherches, la
plupart des personnes sondkes ant chaisi on tours ou
un atelier d'informotique offert lors de reunions
regionoles ou d'une bmnche. L'obstocle principal a lo
recherche estle manque de temps, suivipor I'obsence
de soutien de lo port de lo direction. les sujets de
recherches qui interessent les bibliothecoires
sp8ciolises mmprennent les sondoges et I'elaboration
du questionnaire, I'identification des problemes
concernant le service des bibliotheques et l'evoluation
des programmes. les bibliothecoires speciolises
trouvent que les associations professionnelles
pourroient opporter le plus de soutien lo recherche
par le biais de lo formation continue et d'une meilleure
communication des sujek de recherches et de leurs
rbultots.
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A survey of special librarians concerning their
research knowledge and activities found that twothirds of the res ondents have had formal training
in research met odology (most in library school)
and that a substantial number have received some
informal training. To continue their education in
research, most respondents would choose a CE
course or workshop offered at chapter or regional
meetings. The primary barrier to research is lack of
time, followed by lack of support from
management. Research topics of interest to special
librarians include survey and uestionnaire
development, identification of li rary service
roblems, and program evaluation. Special
ibrarians felt that professional associations could
best support research through continuing education
courses and better communication of research topics
and results.

1

1

Research Knowledge and Activities
of Special Librarians: Results of a Survey
The value of research to a discipline has been documented for years. The purpose of research is to advance
a field by providing lessons, insights, or new knowledge.
Examination of the research knowledge and activities of
several specific groups of librarians has been undertaken
in recent years in an effort to document the maturity and
robustness of the discipline. These studies of academic
librarian^'^ and health sciences librarian^'^ research activities prompted an examination of special librarians'
research interests, activities, and publication patterns.
Research has been a focus of the Special Libraries
Association since 1989, when the Board of Directors
established the Research Committee and made available
funds to support research of interest to special libraries.
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The need for this commitment to research was
well articulated by Miriam Drake when she
wrote that "[rlesearch is becoming more and
more important as the information-based organization comes closer to reality" and that "as
library and information center operations
change, the role of research, both theoretical
and applied, becomes more essential to understanding the complex processes of human information acquisition, analysis, synthesis, and
use."4 While research of specific interest to
special librarians has indeed been supported
through SLA's research program,5 it is being
conducted by a relatively small group of researchers. The study described here was undertaken in an attempt to identify what interest
practicing special librarians have in conducting research themselves, what topics are of
interest to them, and what support they feel
they need to encourage research activities.

This study is the second part of a two-part
investigation of the research interests and activities of special librarians. In the first part, a
content analysis of the special library literature was done to provide a snapshot of current
publication patterns.6 It was found that special
librarians publish fewer research articles than
do other groups of librarians. As a follow-up,
the study described here will report on a survey
of special librarians concerning their interests
and activities related to research. The findings
suggest why special librarians are less active
in research than other librarians.

Methodology
A survey used by the Medical Library Association to assess research interests of its membership was obtained and modified for use in
this
The questionnaire was sent to a

Table 1

Number of Respondents (percent)
(n= 168)
Type of institution
Corporate
Academic speciol (including low ond medical)
Nonprofit
Hospital
Law firm
Other
Years experience as a librarian
1-5
6-10
1 1-20
21t
Other
Years experience as a special librarian
1-5
6-10
1 1-20
21t
Other

systematic random sample of 340 individual
SLA members in the United States and Canada
in November 1994. After a follow-up mailing
in January 1995 and distribution of an additional 15 questionnaires, 168 usable questionnaires were returned, a response rate of 47.3
percent. Data were coded and analyzed using
the Minitab statistical software package.

Findings and Discussion
Respondents. The distribution of respondents by type of institution and experience
in librarianship is shown in Table 1. Most
respondents (45.5 percent) work in corporate environments, with academic special.
non-profit, hospital, and law firm libraries
representing significantly smaller percentages of the respondent population. As a
whole, the group of respondents was relatively experienced, both as librarians and as
special librarians. Over half of the respondents have more than 1 1 years experience in
librarianship and close to half (47.3 percent) have more than 1 1 years experience as
special librarians.

Research Knowledge and Skills. More
than two thirds of the respondents (69.1 percent) have had formal training in research
methodology (see Table 2). This training was
obtained by the vast majority (100 respondents, 86.2 percent) in library school. At some
point in their careers, 103 respondents took a
formal course in statistical analysis, research
methods, or critical reading of the literature.
In addition, a substantial number of respondents (75 respondents, 46.9 percent) have
received some kind of informal training, e.g.,
assistance from a colleague in their institution. Very few respondents (19) had plans to
take a research-related course during the coming year.
Table 3 summarizes the responses related to
preferred formats for learning about research.
The assumption was that these formats related
to continuing education activities, not formal
coursework. The most frequently selected format was a CE course or workshop offered at a
chapter or regional professional meeting (77
respondents, 53.1 percent). Two self-study
formats-written materials and microcomputer
software-were the next most frequently se-

Table 2

Number of Respondents (percent)
Had formal training (n=168)

Yes
No
Had informal training (n=160)

Yes
No
If had formal training, where? (n=l16)

Library school
Other university course
CE course/workshop
Coursework in statisticalanalysis, research methods, or critical reading of the literature?(n=l67)
Yes
103 (61.7)

No
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64 (38.3)

3

lected formats, with 75 respondents (5 1.7 percent) and 61 respondents (42.1 percent), respectively. A CEcourse at a library association
annual meeting was the fourth most frequent
choice (50 respondents, 34.5 percent). In general, there was a preference for the various
self-study formats (totaling 184 responses)
over formal CE courses (160 responses). Of
the other suggestions, several respondents
mentioned the Internet as an attractive venue
for continuing education.
Current Research Activities. Special librarians' current research-related activities
cover a broad range (see Table 4). Most special
librarians (92 respondents, 55.7 percent) analyze or evaluate their services at least once a
year. Eighty-nine respondents reported that
they had participated in a research or evaluation project. These may or may not have been
library-oriented, but the experience of participating in a formal project was deemed noteworthy. Far fewer special librarians (21
respondents, 12.7 percent) have ever written a
grant proposal. Sixteen of the respondents
who had written proposals had them funded.
Barriers to Research. When asked about
what barriers exist to conducting research,
special librarians, not surprisingly, cited lack
of time as the number one barrier, as shown in
Table 5 (123 responses, 73.2 percent). Lack of
support from management was the second
most frequently cited reason (48 responses,
28.6 percent). These twomost frequently cited

barriers are obviously institution-dependent.
For instance, it would be difficult to justify
spending work time on professional research
in a for-profit corporate library while in an
academic special library conducting research
may in fact be a requirement for tenure.
Other barriers to research included lack of
money, mentioned by 43 respondents (25.6
percent) and insecurity about research skills
(34 respondents, 20.2 percent). Thirty-four
respondents (20.2 percent) admitted that conducting research was not of interest to them.
Research-Related Topics. Two questions
asked about respondents' interest in various
research topics. These topics are listed in Table
6. Note that these topics are about research or
evaluation techniques, not researchable ideas
(i.e., a list of subjects or questions that might
comprise a "research agenda" for special
librarianship). Respondents wereasked to identify all the topics on the list that might be of
interest to them either as something they could
use themselves or something they would be
interested in reading about. Distribution of
responses by topic are displayed in Table 6.
Survey and questionnaire development was
the topic of most interest in terms of conducting their own research, followed by library
service problem identification and program
evaluation. Various skills related to conducting research were also cited frequently, includingdatacollection methods, non-statistical
data analysis methods, and research design. In

Table 3

Number of Respondents (percent)
(n=145)
CE course/workshop at chapter or regional meeting
Written materials for self-study
Microcomputer software
CE course/workshop at library association annual meeting
Videotape for self-study
Nan-library professional CE, available locally
Other

terms of reading about others' research, identification of library service problems was of
most interest, followed by survey and questionnaire development, program evaluation,
and critical reading of the literature.
One respondent commented (in response to
another question) that more research on "topics of a practical nature, which would benefit
practicing librarians" should be undertaken.
This is a valid suggestion in itself, but trou-

bling because of the implication that basic or
theoretical research is not relevant to practicing librarians.
This comment, however, reflects of a longstanding concern of practicing librarians: that
too much research is too far removed from
practice. It is also something that professional
organizations might address. For example, SLA
has a detailed research agenda which includes
many "practical" topics but also some topics

Table 4

Number of Respondents (percent)
How often do you analyze or evaluate services? (n=l65)

Often (2-3x/year)
Sometimes (1 x/year)
Rarely klx/year)
Never

40 (24.2)
52 (31.5)
47 (28.5)
26 (15.8)

Have you ever participated in a research or evaluation project? (n=l61)

Yes
No

89 (55.3)
72 (44.7)

Have you ever applied for a research grant? (n=166)

Yes
No

21 (12.7)
145 (87.3)

Table 5

Number of Respondents

Lack of time
No management support of research
No money available
No interested in research
Insecurity about research skills
Lock of research ideas
No access to research tools
Other
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123
48
43
34
34
26
8
8

5

that are either theoretical or conceptual. Perhaps practicing librarians feel that the agenda
needs to be re-examined in terms of membership interests and needs.
Facilitating Research. Two items on the
questionnaire were included to assess special
librarians' opinions concerning how research
could be facilitated and the role of professional
library associations with regard to support of
research activities. The availability of formal
instruction through library professional associations was selected by more respondents than
any other option as a primary means of facilitatingresearch (seeTable7). This corroborates the
finding discussed earlier where close to half of
the respondents preferred formal CE courses as
a means of learning more about research as well
as the types of topics identified as being of
interest to respondents. It is not consistent with
the finding that only 34 respondents cited insecurity about research skills as a barrier to research. Interestingly, one respondent
commented that "none of [the options] should
be up to the individual/company." If not the
individual librarian, then who?
Conducting research may not be viable for
most practicing special librarians who work in

institutions where "rewards ... do not lie with
research and publication," as Matarazzo has
pointed out.9 But the skills and knowledge
necessary forconductingresearch are the same
as those needed for evaluating services and
programs: research skills cannot be separated
from good professional practice. That this is
not understood by some is reflected in the
following: "My job and interest are not research. My responsibilities and interest are
providing information for my co-workers."
This statement begs the question, How do you
know what you are providing is good? In other
words, how is your service evaluated?
Respondents felt that providing consulting
or referral services to members should be a
role of professional organizations in supporting research (94 respondents, 56 percent; see
Table 7). This was followed by the provision
of educational opportunities, a frequently selected response in several questionnaire items,
and a wider range of funding programs.
Virgo has suggested other roles that professional associations might take in supporting
research, including using accreditation of professional education programs as a means of
ensuring that research knowledge and skills

Table 6

If Conducting
Research

Survey and questionnaire developmeni
Library service problem identification
Program evaluation
Doto collection methods
Non-statistical data onolysis methods
Report writing
Research design
Dato reporting methods
Topic or question identification
Statistical methods
Critical reading of the literature
None/no interest
Strategies for identifying funds

6

67
60
59
50
47
45
43
41
37
37
28
26
20

To Read About
Others' Research

50
82
39
38
33
26
39
30
25
18
39
17
25

speciallibraries

are acquired in library school, promoting communication (through conferences and publications), establishment of research committees,
serving as clearinghouses for research-related
information, and sponsorship of research."
Several of these suggestions were mentioned
in comments from survey respondents, as noted
below.
Better communication of research-related
issues to members was mentioned several
times. Specifically, one respondent suggested
that "a list or lists of areas needing possible
research [be] published in library journals,
newsletters, and/orbulletins." While SLA does,
in fact, have a research agenda, this obviously
needs wider dissemination and this
respondent's suggestion is an excellent one.
Anotherrespondent also mentioned bettercommunication in terms of published research
results, research in progress, or the establishment of a "research clearinghouse." In a similar vein, another commented that a current
awareness service might be of use to assist
special librarians in identifying reports of research that could be relevant to their particular
environment. A fourth respondent commented
favorably on the availability of research reports through professional organizations. Specifically mentioned were several Special

Library Association publications reporting on
SLA supported research.

Conclusions
The most striking finding of this survey was
the disinterest in and lack of understanding
about research and its relevance to special
library environments.
The unexpectedly low response rate (under
50 percent, an unacceptably low response rate
in terms of statistical representation) was the
first clue that research is not a high priority
among practicing special librarians. This is
understandable given the priorities and conditions in many special libraries and information
centers, particularly those in the for-profit
sector. Most special librarians work under
time limitations, higher service expectations
(in terms of response time and depth of information needed) and without areward structure
that encourages research activity than do librarians working in other environments. This
is not, however, a reason to discount the importance of research to the profession in general and special librarianship specifically.
Drake has noted that librarians "are often
impatient with research because it does not
provide instant answers to practical prob-

Table 7

1

Number of Respondents
What would facilitate your research activities?
Forrnol instruction available through library professional associations
Assistance in identifying funding sources
More funding available through library professional associations
Other

'

I

1

What do you see as the role of professional library associations regarding research?
Provide consulting and/or referral services
94
Provide more educational opportunities
83
Provide a wider variety of grant programs
64
Other
13
Not bother with reseorch
5

I
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lems."" This comment is corroborated by
this survey's findings, noted in some of the
comments. Particularly distressing were the
comments that reflected a misunderstanding on the part of the respondent of the role
research plays in not just maintaining but
improving professional practice. One respondent commented that "personally, I
don't feel that problems need to be formally, overtly analyzed. Common sense and
intelligence go a long way ...."
What appears to be lacking is an understanding and appreciation of the dyadic nature of a profession. Specifically, that theory
and practice go hand in hand; practice is
improved by an understanding of the underlying theory and theory is advanced through
research. A single-minded focus on applications will be detrimental to the profession, more than the (unlikely) reverse, a
single-minded focus on theory.
None of us learned everything we need to
know in library school or in any other degree
program. Speaking of rapid change in the
information environment is becoming aclichC,
but it is nonetheless true. If we don't read the
literature, if we don't look to research in our
field for ideas and methods for improving our
professional practices, how will we make informed decisions concerning our programs
and services? We can only hope that one
respondentis discounting of the need to remain aware of current research in her profession in order to remain current in the content
area of her work environment isn't typical: "It
is more important for me to be able to evaluate
the research in the field I am working in rather
than in library science. Providing service by
evaluating what 1am passing on to my clients
takes priority over professional development
for myself or my profession." While this individual has placed content expertise over professional expertise, many would argue that
without solid, up-to-date professional expertise, content expertise cannot be exploited in
an information or library setting.
In conclusion, every special librarian should
take five minutes to re-read Miriam Drake's
1989 essay.'* It was written more than five
years ago, but her arguments are still valid.

Specifically, Drake offers acogent description
of the interrelationship between theory and
practice in our profession, drawing on several
essays addressing the value of research to
library and information practice. She also outlines SLA's "ambitious [and] promising" research program. After five years, it is time we
examined the effect this program has had on
research for special librarianship. We should
be concerned that despite the efforts of the
Special Libraries Association and other library professional associations, practicing librarians are still not convinced of the need to
learn aboutresearch techniques and apply them
in their own libraries, if not to problems facing
the entire field. In a more recent essay, Drake
notes that "our profession needs models, techniques, tools, and algorithms for determining
the answers to ... important questions."'3 If
these models, techniques, tools. and algorithms
are not forthcoming through the research efforts of special librarians, from whence will
they come? Admittedly library school faculty
members and a small contingent of special
librarians working in environments where research is rewarded will continue toconduct the
lion's share of research. Still, the lack of involvement in research that appears to exist
among too many practicing special librarians
must be addressed. They must be made to
understand that research is not strictly an ivory
tower activity; that the techniques, skills and
knowledge have application in the smallest
library; and that an understanding of the these
techniques, skills and knowledge will only
improve their services. Without an understanding of how good research is conducted, librarians cannot be the educated consumers of
research they need to be.
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The Cataloging Practices of Special Libraries
and Their Relationship with OCLC

Dos estudios llevodos o cobo en 1991 y 1994
comproboon que muchos bib5otec~~s
especioles hobion
incrementado su dependencio de 10s paroprofesionoles
para cotologor el trobojo. lo moyorb de 10s bibhtecos
especioles utilizoban un Ordenador con conexibn direct0
01 orchim centml bibliotecorio (OClC) poro mtologor, y
ofrecion pocos orchivos originoles. Pocos bibliotecos tenion
todos sus resewos en el OCLC, y lo mifod de 10s
participantes tenion menos del 5 0 por cien de sus
moterioles especioles en el OCK Articulos singulores no
ofioddos 01 OUC eron, mas que nodo, informes tecnicos
y irbrnites de dscusiones. Sin embargo, bib/iotecos con
sisternos locoles demostoron un compromiso o comprh'r
recursos hociendo que sus orchivos seon osequibles en el
OCLC. Solo el 38 pn cien de 10s bibhotecos con sisternos
locoles dsminuiion su tobaio en el OClC si sus rerums
economicos se convirh'esen limitodos. lo moyorio de 10s
bibliotecos hon desplozodo su mision sewiciol de lo
propiedad, 01occeso, y cotologodores espemban muchm
mmbios romo resultodo de este desplozo. 10s
cotologodoreshon usodo ellntemet, p r o no ompliomente
con fines de mtologar.
Deux sondoges men& en 1991 et 1994 ont trouvk
que de nombreuses bibliotheques speciolisees
dependent de plus en plus de leur trovoil de cotologoge.
l o pluport des bibliotheques speciolisees emploient le
Online Computer Library Center ( O N ) , qui est un
fichier central en liaison ente les biblioheques, pour
cotologuer les exemploires et les quelques orchives qui
ont ete mntribuees. Peu de bibliotheques ont mis toutes
leurs possessions d I'OClC, et lo moitie des porticiponk
ont moins de 5 0 pour cent de leurs moteriaux
speciolises I'OClC. les orticles uniques qui n'ont pos
etk ojoutes a I'OClC etoient surtout des ropports
techniques et des compte-rendus des congres. Les
bibliothequesdotees de systemeslocoux ont neonrnoins
demonire leur volonte de portoger leurs ressources en
metfont lo pluport de leurs orchives I'OClC. Seulement
38 pour tent des biblioheques dotees de systemes
locoux rkduiroient leur travoil a I'OCLC si les ressources
finoncieres devenaient limitees. l o pluport des
biblioffieques ont change lo mission de leur sewice en
ollont de lo possession a Ibcces, et les cotologueurs
s'ottendent a voir ce tronsfert oboutir a de nombreux
changements. les cotologueurs ont employe I'lnternet,
mois pos assez en ce qui cancerne le catalogage.

10

Two surveys conducted in 1991 and 1994 found
many special libraries had increased their reliance
on para rofessionals for cataloging work. Most
special ibraries used Online Computer Library
Center (OCLC) for copy cataloging and contributed
few original records. Few libraries had all of their
holdings on OCLC, and half of the participants had
fewer than 50 percent of their special materials on
OCLC. Unique items not added to OCLC were mainly
technical re orts and conference proceedings.
Libraries wit!I local systems nevertheless showed a
commitment to resource sharing by making most of
their records available on OCLC. Only 38 percent of
the libraries with local s stems would reduce their
work on OCLC if financia resources became limited.
Most libraries have shifted their service mission
from ownership to access, and catalo ers expected
many changes to result from this shi t. Catalogers
have used the Internet, but not extensively for
cataloging purposes.

I'

r

3

Introduction
T o meet the information needs of their parent
organization's users, special libraries usually acquire
unique materials. These libraries rely on cataloging to
provide access to their collections, and many have participated in Online Computer Library Center (OCLC) to
enhance their services. As the largest bibliographic network available, OCLC maintains a database of more than
3 1 million bibliographic records of materials in various
formats.' Large research and academic institutions have
complained, however, that they are bearing the cost of
original records while other libraries perform copy cataloging at low cost. The proliferation of local information
systems has posed another challenge to OCLC. Lowell,
for instance, found that many directors of academic
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libraries would focus more on their local systems if forced to choose between their obligations to a bibliographic utility and the needs of
local users.2 While the potential for special
librarians' contributions to the OCLC database is great because of their unique collections, little information is available regarding
their cataloging practices and the relationship
between their local systems and OCLC. This
paper reports on a 1991 survey and a 1994
follow-up study that examined these issues.
The studies focused specifically on answers to
the following questions:
1 ) What are the cataloging practices of
special libraries?
2 ) How do special libraries make use of
OCLC for bibliographic control?
3) What are the relationships between
special libraries' local systems and
OCLC? To what extent are local holdings represented on OCLC? What
types of materials are accessible only
through local systems?

Literature Review
-

-

The potential benefits of OCLC for special
libraries were presented in the late 1970s.
Finding 65 percent of their materials in OCLC,
David and Dingle-Cliff concluded that special
libraries could benefit from OCLC participat i ~ nBeasley
.~
reported a lower rate of finding
(2 1 percent), but encouraged special libraries
to participate in OCLC so that their unique
collections could become available to more
users.4 Reports on the actual cataloging practices of special libraries in general, however,
are scarce. Matthews reported the use of OCLC
records in law libraries5and Gregory described
the use of OCLC in a court library .6 In 1992,
Palmer presented findings on the cataloging
practices of small ~peciallibraries. He found
that the unique materials in these libraries
makes them valuable to regional and national
databases and that these libraries could benefit
greatly from being members of bibliographic
networks. However, it was not clear whether
small special libraries could afford to provide
standardized cataloging.7
The issue of local systems has received more
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attention. In 1983, De Gennaro predicted that
there would soon be a migration to local systems and that bibliographic utilities would have
to compete with local systems.8 In 1987, both
arti in^ and Hildreth analyzed the rise of bibliographic utilities and speculated on their possible d ~ w n f a l l . Hildreth
'~
also reported the
responses of bibliographic utilities to the emergence of local systems and concluded that librarians would support bibliographic utilities
as well as their local systems." Molholt analyzed the impact of technology on library networking and re-affirmed the importance of
network for resource sharing.'' However, economic pressure seemed to be the major concern
in the trend Lowell reported among academic
research libraries in shifting cataloging tasks to
local systems.'3 To ease the tension between
local systems and bibliographic utilities, OCLC
and RLG offered a seminar in 1991 on data
exchange options between these systems.'4
Although participants found no good solutions
for technical and procedural problems regarding dataexchange, ageneral consensus was that
the way local systems are linked with bibliographic utilities will have serious implications
for access to information and resource sharing.
The importance of cooperation between libraries was further emphasized inan interview
with De Gennaro when he noted the shift from
ownership to access that has taken place in
many research libraries. l 5 Rutstein, DeMiller.
and Fuseler detailed the implications of this
shift16 and it became clear that in the next
century, libraries will rely more on electronic
information technologies to provide services
and less on ownership of materials.

Methodology"
Population and Sample
Since OCLC has the largest group of special
library members among the three major networks, both studies focused on its members. To
make the study more manageable, the researcher
used special library members of OCLC in the
Washington-Maryland-Virginia area as the
study population. The 1991 study surveyed the
entire population of 110libraries. To determine
if the cataloging practices of special libraries

have changed since late 199 1, the 1994 follow-up study surveyed the same libraries.

about half of the libraries had participated in
OCLC for five years or longer. Only 9.3 percent of the libraries belonged to more than one
bibliographic utility. All 7 1 respondents of the
1994 study have continued their membership
with OCLC.

Data Collection and Analysis
Based on informal interviews with catalogers
at special and academic libraries, theresearcher
designed a questionnaire. After two library and
information science faculty members reviewed
the questionnaire, a small number of cataloging
heads pre-tested the survey form. Research
assistants sent out the revised questionnaire in
July of 1991. After two mailings, they collected
80 questionnaires by late October and achieved
a response rate of 72.7 percent. They entered 75
usable responses into a statistical program,
StatPac Gold, and the researcher performed the
data analysis. The 1994 study achieved a response rate of 70.9 percent after one mailing.

Use of OCLC
Nearly all subjects reported using OCLC for
cataloging and searching purposes. More than
80 percent used the interlibrary loan service
while 28 percent participated in the union list
of serials (see Table 1).
Staffing and Work Responsibilities
Special libraries typically employ a small
number of professional librarians. Staffing
patterns and work responsibilities show some
changes between 1991 and 1994. About 79
percent of the respondents in 1991 had at least
one professional cataloger who held an M.L.S.
degree. That number dropped slightly, to 76.1
percent, in 1994. The respondents, however,
experienced an increase in the use of paraprofessionals. In 1991, approximately 33 percent
of the respondents had at least one paraprofessional, but in 1994 that number rose to 69
percent. It is clear that special libraries have
increased their reliance on paraprofessionals.
Anecdotal reports suggest that due to the
small size of their staff, professional catalogers at special libraries often performed many
tasks which could have been performed by

Findings
The subject specialties of respondents' libraries reflect the diverse nature of special
libraries, including law, science, business, social sciences, medicine, religion, governmental, foundation, utilities, and others. More
respondents worked in law firms than in any
other type of library.
OCLC Membership
As of 1991, all 75 subjects had used OCLC
for cataloging purposes, but one library had
stopped its use of OCLC. The length of OCLC
membership ranged from 1 to 15 years, and

Table 1

Function

Cataloging
Searching
Interlibrary loon
Union list of serials
GOVDOC

Numbera

Percent

74
73
61
21

1

Respondents reported oll the uses of OCLC, so the highest number for eoch function was 75, the total number of usable
responses.

paraprofessionals. As Table 2 illustrates, this
descriptionwaspartially accuratein 1991when
48.5 percent of the professional catalogers
performed pre-cataloging searching and 54.7
percent input data to OCLC. Nevertheless,
professionals were mainly responsible for pro-

fessional work such as original cataloging,
authority work, and quality control. A different picture emerged in 1994. In many libraries,
paraprofessionals performedtasks which were
once done by professional catalogers. This
picture could be a reflection of the budgetary

Table 2

Level of Personnel

Percenta in 1991

percentbin 1994

33.3

51.7
50.7

Original cataloging
Professionol or paraprofessional
Professional only

Copy cataloging
Professional or paraprofessional
Professional only

Authority work
Professional or paraprofessionol
Professionol only

Quality control
Professional or paraprofessional
Professional only

Producing/updating records
Professional or paraprofessional
Professional only

66.7

Pre-cataloging searching
Professional or paraprofessional
Professionol only

Data inputting
Professionol or paraprofessional
Professionol only
a The 1991 question on cataloging responsibilities was worded so thotthe total of these twostatistics would be 100 percent.

Two questions were asked in 1994 to determine how cataloging tasks were performed by catalogers and paraprofessionals.The
two questions received different numbers of responses, which were used to calculate the respectivepercentageshere. The sum of
the statistics of "professionol or poraprofessional" and that of "professional only," therefore, usually exceeded 100 percent.
( Sixty respondents answered this question. This number was used to calculate the statistics for "professional or
paraprofessionol."
Sixty-seven respondents answered this question. This number was used to colculate the statistics for "professional."
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difficulties libraries are facing in the 1990s.
Table 2 shows the increasing importance of
paraprofessionals in special libraries, but it
also reveals an interesting, perhaps even peculiar. use of paraprofessionals. For instance,
more than 40 percent of the professionals still
performed searching and record inputting,
while paraprofessionals increased their involvement with original cataloging, authority
work, and quality control. A more logical
arrangement would be to give paraprofessionals the responsibility of searching and inputting and assign the more challenging tasks to
professionals. The fact that many special libraries have only one cataloger, however, may
make this arrangement unfeasible.
Another finding in the 199 1 survey was the
lack of authority work (reported by only 14.7
percent of respondents), quality control (reported by 20 percent), and record export activity (reported by 41.3 percent). Authority work
and quality control are essential for the integrity of records in a large database such as
OCLC. They are also critical to effective information access. The lack of these activities
could be justified on the grounds that most
special libraries performed mainly copy cataloging on OCLC and had little need for authority work. However. quality control should
apply to both original and copy cataloging.
Authority work should not be ignored for any
original records contributed to the database
and a procedure for quality control ought to be
established. Exporting or downloading records
from OCLC is one of the methods to input
records into a library's local system. The low
use of this method could probably be attributed to the cost of exporting, the interface
between OCLC and local computers, or the
lack of a local system. As previously mentioned, bibliographic utilities have attempted
to address the difficulties of record export. As
the procedures are simplified and more libraries automate their card catalogs, this activity
will probably increase.

Holdings on OCLC
Special libraries are known for their small
monographic collections and heavy subscription to journals. Results from the survey re-

flected that pattern. In 1991,their monographic
collections ranged from 500 to 609,000 titles,
and 50 percent of the libraries owned more
than 10,000 titles; their journal subscriptions
ranged from zero to4,749 titles, and 50percent
of them subscribed to more than 300 journals.
These libraries showed great variation in their
holdings on OCLC, ranging from 1 to 100
percent; however, 52 percent of them had at
least 50 percent of their collection on OCLC.
Their representations of special, unique materials on OCLC suggested that these libraries
have not contributed as much as they should to
the OCLC database. Half of them provided
less than 50 percent of such materials on OCLC,
and the most common practices were 1 percent
and 9 percent. The other half of the libraries
provided at least 50 percent of such materials
on OCLC. Only 15 percent of the participants
had all of their special materials on OCLC.

Original Records Contributed
by Special Libraries to OCLC
Another way togauge special libraries' contributions to OCLC is to examine the number
of original records they have provided. Data
again suggest that special libraries have not
done as much as they should. In 1991, an
average of 78.7 original records were added by
each respondent. That number, however, can
be misleading because 49.2 percent of the
respondents contributed fewer than 12 original records to OCLC a year. In estimating the
percentage of original cataloging workin 1994,
participants offered data that ranged from zero
to 100 percent: 17 percent performed no original cataloging at all, and 15 percent performed
only a small amount of original cataloging (10
percent). Palmer found very few small special
libraries contributed their records to outside
databases." Since special libraries of different
sizes were included in the present studies,
these special libraries seem to have contributed more original records to OCLC. The
limited nature of their contribution is nevertheless evident.
The 1991 study found nearly three-quarters
of the original records were for "books," while
the rest were for serials, sound recordings,
microforms, and visual materials. Most origi-

special libraries

nal records represented technical reports and
conference proceedings. The 1994 study confirmed these findings.

percent verified the main entries. Efforts to
verify access points are justified because they
are important for retrieval. However, the review of descriptive cataloging provided by the
LC may be questioned because LC records are
generally high in quality, especially in the
descriptive area. Gregor and ande el'' urged
catalogers to focus less on descriptive cataloging and more on access. Catalogers could
ensure the quality of descriptive cataloging by
keeping statistics on the number of changes
resulting from their routine review of LC elements. If the statistics remain low over time,
catalogers should change the current review
practice. Table 3 presents cataloging elements
edited by catalogers at special libraries.
When using CIP records, NLM records,
UKM records, and member records, catalogers followed the same pattern. Participants
typically edited the class number, the subject
headings, and the cutter number and then the
added entries. Of the various sources for copycataloging records, LC records, CIP records,
and member records were used more frequently
than NLM or UKM records.

Copy Cataloged Records
Data show that the trend to perform copy
cataloging has increased in the last few years.
In 1 99 1, the number of copy-cataloged records
ranged from 60 to more than 12,000, with 5 1
percent of the libraries copying more than 600
records and 7 percent of the libraries reporting
100 percent copy cataloging. In 1994,57 percent of the respondents estimated that at least
90 percent of their cataloging work was copy
cataloging, and 87 percent estimated that at
least 50 percent of their work was copy cataloging. The increase in copy cataloging implies the decrease of original cataloging work
at special libraries. Ninety-two percent of the
copy cataloged records represented "books."
The rest represented serials, microforms, visual materials, sound recordings, and others.
The copy cataloging practices of special
libraries reveal a strong concern for quality.
When copying from a Library of Congress
(LC)-input record, more than half of the respondents reviewed theLC classification number, the LC subject headings, and the LC cutter
number and added additional entries. Fortyfour percent of the libraries reviewed the description of the records and more than 33

Local Systems and OCLC
About 40 percent of the small special libraries
surveyed by Palmer had an online catalog and an
additional 17 percent planned to have one.20 In
the 1991 survey 57.3 percent of the respondents

Table 3

Elements
Classification number
Subiect headings
Cutter number
Added entries
Descriptive cataloging
Main entry
Fixed field

Numbera

Percent

49
47
45
41
33
29
23

Respondents reported all the uses of OCLC, so the highest number for each function was 75, the total number of usable
responses.
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owned a local system and 34.7 percent planned
to automate soon. By 1994, the number of
libraries owning a local system had risen to 69
percent. The pace of putting records in local
systems has increased as well. In 1991, half of
the libraries with a local system reported that
they had at least 85 percent of their collection on
the local system. Five more libraries had done
the same by 1994. Both studies confirmed that
the chief sources of data for local systems were
local inputting (used by more than 75 percent of
respondents in both studies) and OCLC archival
tapes (usedby at least 60percent in both studies).
An encouraging finding is that most records
on local systems were also available on OCLC,
suggesting special libraries' commitment to
resource sharing. Slightly more than 55 percent of these libraries indicated that no more
than 5 percent of their materials were cataloged solely for their local OPACs. These
materials included in-house publications, nonbook materials, technical reports, conference
proceedings, and some monographs.

Existence of Backlog
Since the size and nature of backlogs in
special libraries may shed light on the access
problems that could occur if special libraries
reduce their contribution to OCLC, subjects
were asked to provide information on their
backlogs. More than two-thirds of the libraries
had backlogs. The main reasons for having a
backlog included insufficient staff (64.6 percent of respondents), lack of records in OCLC
(60.4 percent), and the old age of items (52.1

percent). Backlogs included various types of
materials; however, government publications
and conference proceedings were most common (each reported by 58.3 percent of the
respondents), followed by technical reports
(52.1 percent of respondents).
Only 12.5 percent of the respondents considered their backlog a serious problem and
85.4 percent provided local users with access
to backlogs by designating an area for users to
browse the materials, providing a special file
for the backlog, compiling a list, and using
other approaches.
One might expect that libraries with backlogs
would be more likely to reduce their contributions to bibliographic utilities because they need
to catalog incoming materials as well as items in
the backlog. However, only about 30 percent of
the libraries with backlogs considered that approach an option. Ofthese libraries, 78.6 percent
saidthat they would perform less database maintenance activities on bibliographic utilities, and
7 1.4percent said they would contribute fewer or
even no full-level records to bibliographic utilities. As for the needs of outside users, only one
library said it would attempt to facilitate access
for outside users, which reflects the commitment special libraries have to their local users.

Benefits of OCLC Participation
Special libraries cited access to the OCLC
union catalog and copy cataloging as the main
reasons for joining OCLC (see Table 4). Fiftyeight percent of the libraries felt they have
benefited greatly from being OCLC members,

Table 4

Reason
Access to union catalog
Copy cataloging
Allowing outside access to local collection
Part of bibliographic control effort
a

Numbera

Percent

54
54

44
36

Libraries reported various reasonsfor becoming OCLC members, so the highest number each reason could receive was 69,
the number of respondents to these questions.

speciallibraries

and nearly one-quarter reported considerable
benefits. Comparing the benefits with the cost
of membership, 92.8 percent of respondents
found it a good investment. These high satisfaction rates may explain why only 30.4 percent of the special libraries in the 1991 study
would reduce their involvement with OCLC if
circumstances called for changes. That number rose to 38 percent in 1994, which might
reflect the tremendous budgetary pressure
many libraries have experienced in recent years.

Catalogers' Views on
Electronic Information
Since the rapid growth of electronic information and the shift from ownership to access
has received much attention recently, the 1994
survey also asked participants to share their
views on challenges posed by electronic information. Seventy-three percent of the respondents reported that they are moving from
ownership to access and that they expected
reference staff (reported by 52 percent) and
catalogers (41 percent) to be responsible for
providing access to electronic information.

Sixty-four percent of the respondents did not
think the new emphasis on access will reduce
the amount of cataloging work, but all respondents agreed cataloging work will be seriously
impacted. As Table 5 illustrates, 90 percent of
the respondents felt they would need to know
more about information technology. At least
60 percent thought cataloging records would
be augmented and cataloging work would become more complex. More than half of them
expected electronic information resources to
be the major cataloging challenge. Many catalogers believed that there would be fewer
items to be cataloged because libraries would
not be purchasing as many items as before.
However, few expected the need for catalogers to drop.
Another issue of concern was how the
Internet may be affecting cataloging work at
special libraries. As Table 6 illustrates, 80
percent or more of the catalogers have used email, telnet, and gopher, and 33 percent have
telneted to other online catalogs. Although
access to OCLC through the Internet is possible, only 14 percent of the catalogers have

Table 5

Agree
(Percent)

Neutral
(Percent)

Disagree
(Percent)

Catalogers will be required to be more knowledgeoble obout
information technology

90

10

0

More information will need to be included in o record to
focilitote occess

64

26

10

Cotologing work will become more complex becouse more media
need to be cotologed

60

30

10

Cotologing electronic information ond orchiving such information
will be the cotologers' main challenge

52

35

13

There will be fewer items to be cotologed in each library

37

31

32

There will be less need for cotologers

9

34

57

Impact
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done that. These data indicate that catalogers
at special libraries have not been using the
Internet extensively for cataloging purposes.
Their strong interest in telneting for cataloging purposes, however, suggests the potential
impact the Internet may have on bibliographic
utilities. As access to the Internet becomes
more prevalent, the impact may become more
noticeable.

Conclusions
Many special libraries have increased their
reliance on paraprofessionals for cataloging
work in recent years. Paraprofessionals participate more in copy cataloging, record production and update, and quality control. In
slightly more than one-third of the libraries,
they also took part in original cataloging and
authority work.
The cataloging practices of special libraries
reveal a pattern. Nearly all special libraries
used OCLC for cataloging, searching, and
interlibrary loan. Most libraries used OCLC
for copy cataloging, while some contributed
original records to the database. In performing
copy cataloging from LC-contributed records,

more than half of thelibrariesroutinely checked
LC classification numbers, subject headings,
and cutter numbers and added additional entries. Slightly more than 40 percent of the
participants also checked descriptive cataloging. As Palmer noted, special libraries were
concerned about subject ~ a t a l o g i n g ; ~how'
ever, such extensive checking is unnecessary
unless special libraries intend to customize LC
records for special subject access locally. Special libraries could benefit from modifying this
practice. If they adopt LC records with little
editing, they will be able to provide timely
access to the records and participate more readily
in local or regional resource sharing.
Special libraries' contributions to resource
sharing remain limited. Few special libraries
have all of their holdings represented on OCLC.
Furthermore, half of the libraries have fewer
than 50 percent of their special materials on
OCLC. Two-thirds of them have backlogs and
85.4 percent provided local users with access
to their backlogs. They did not, however, provide outside users with access to these materials. Backlog materials and original records
contributed by special libraries show that most
of these unique items were government docu-

Table 6

Usage
Use of Internet features
E-mail

FTP
Telnet
Gopher
Archie

Yes
(Percent)

83
63
80
80

WWW

45
32

Use of the Internet for cataloging purposes
Use OCLC
Telnet to other opacs
Join discussion group
Communicate with catalogers

14
33
16
14

special librurrier

ments, conference proceedings, and technical
reports. If special libraries do not contribute
records for these materials to OCLC, outside
users will have difficulty accessing these unique
materials.
The relationship between local systems and
OCLC remains strong. Many special libraries
owned alocal system in 1994and had very few
materials which were cataloged solely for these
local systems-most of their records were on
OCLC as well as their local systems. A great
majority of the special libraries surveyed reported high satisfaction with OCLC and only
38 percent of the libraries indicated that they
would reduce their contributions to OCLC
should financial resources become limited.
The shift from ownership to access has

occurred in many special libraries. Many
catalogers feel the new emphasis will bring
many challenges to cataloging, but few expected a reduced need for catalogers. They
also felt they would be responsible for providing access to electronic information.
While many catalogers have used the
Internet it has not been mainly for cataloging purposes. However, telnet may reduce
libraries' reliance on OCLC because of its
low cost, convenience, and access to online
catalogs around the world.
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Indexing Editorial Cartoons
by Angie Chapple-Sokol

Historicamente, 10s dibujos editorioles hon sido osequibles
por lo investigocion oorigdde fuentes principales o museos
especiohzodos en dibujos. Indices impresos ~mdicimlesde
periddicos y revistas tambien hon propo~cionodoolgin
acceso o dibujos editoriales con un indice de dustrodores,
pro occeso ol sujeto no ha sido osequible. Sin emhrgo,
hoy ciem controvenio sobre si 10s dibujos edtoriales son
sujetos penodkticos y opropiodos pom incluir en el indice y
en lo base de dotos biblioghcos. Ademis, el co~octer
subjetivo de 10s dibuios hoce de ellos un reto pom cotoIogorI
Hoy en do, oowncesen lo tecnoIogiopermiten moyor occeso
01 sujeto de dibujos editorioles. Mejoros en el equipo
computotionol y progromatico de explorocibn, y lo
tecnologio de imogen (optico), resultara en un occeso 0
moterales visuoles - y por consiguiente indice por sujeto mas corriente. Iloros gmndes colecciones de dibujos de
cotegoio de muse0 se estbn incluyendo en 10s bases de
dabs que, en ciertos cosos, llevon lo imogen digitalizodo.
Productores de bases de dotas coma OM1 en 10s Estados
Unidos estbn mdficondo por indice 10sdibujosque oprecen
dioriomente en 10speri6dicos.

Domle@, poor a c c ~ o u bondes
x
&sic& exprimant
d v m opiniam, il hlloit fore des ~hercheso@ineIles soit
potmiles sourcesprimaires soit dons les m&es se~pkblisont
en bondes dessinks. les index traditionnels de textes
imprimes, joumoux et rewes, ant &dement fwmil'occb oux
bandes dmesum% de dvem orientations ou moyen d'un
moic iln'y ovoitpos &ndexpor matiere.
indexpor il-r,
Un index por mafiere rendrnit l'accb bien plos oig. 11 y o
poonbnt une cenbine confovene: les bandes dessi@es commentaires volent-elles lo pine d'&e pubhth et santelb
desmagres oppmp&squi devmientfigurer do
ikinches dam Ies donnth de bme bibkogmphiques? 1 yo
@lement lo gogeiire de hire hurer 1s bondes dmi&
donsles index etant donnb leur noiure subie~lrve.Les ownces
de lo techdogie permettent maintenont un plus gmnd occb
oux n m des ~b a n k desw& de divem Mientotions.
les p~feaMnnemenkdu mathielet des/q~&
de balayage
oimi que lo technoIqie des ima~esrendm I'occes viwel oux
m&iaux viwels - et por la I'indexage por mh%es - plus
courant. Plusieurs grondes collections de musees sont
oavdlement c h g dom
~ des hoses de donnbes qui, dam
cerluim cas, Immettent l'imoge n u W ; d'oufe port, les
produrteun de hoses de h & s tels qu'UMI oux EtobUnK
font les index des bondes d m n b qui pornissent dons les
quofidiens.
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Historically, editorial cartoons have been accessed
through original research of primar sources or
l
specialized cartoon museums. Tra%~* t ~ o n aprint
indexes to newspapers and ma azines have also
provided some access to editoria cartoons with an
illustrator index, but subject access has not been
available. Subject indexing would greatly enhance
access. However, there is some controvers as to
whether editorial cartoons are newswort y and
appropriate subjects for indexing and inclusion in
bibliogra hic databases. In addition, the subjective
nature o cartoons makes them challengingto index.
Advances in technology are now allowing greater
subject access to editorial cartoons. Improvements
in scanning hardware and software and imaging
technology will make visual access to visual
materials-and therefore subject indexing--more
common. Several large cartoon museum collections
are being loaded into databases that, in some cases,
carry the digitized image, and database producers
such as UMI in the United States are indexing
cartoons that appear in daily newspapers.

9

l

f

Introduction
Unlike objective analysis of events or issues, editorial
or political cartoons provide perspective, and a knitting
together of complexities. They do not suffer from the
same diminished intellectual status as comic strips and
cartoon books. Indeed they-or rather the artists who
draw them-are esteemed as "functioning subversives,
waging war on the powerful, the exploiters, and the
privileged."1 The political cartoons of Thomas Nast,
published in Harper's Weekly, are credited with bringing
down the corrupt "Boss" Tweed administration of
Tammany Hall in the 1870s in New York. Moreover,
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editorial cartoons are hailed by some as what
keep us free. "There is nothing that tyrants and
rascals fear more than satire and ridicule, and
the graphic form has always proved to be
uniquely painful. Freedom of expression for
the political cartoonists is a litmus test for
democracy."*
But curiously, for all the accolades bestowed
upon editorial cartoonists and the power of
their art, it is almost impossible to gain access
to that art in a library. One can find collections
of the 'best' editorial cartoons of the year or
decade, or one can travel to libraries around
the country or world to view special collections of editorial cartoons, but access to an
admired cartoon of three months ago, or even
any information about that cartoon, is severely
limited. Editorial cartoons are not indexed in
The New York Times Index, National Newspaper Index, or Reader's Guide.
Is it lack of interest or lack of access?
Which comes first? The potency of their
message is probably not lost on even the most
casual newspaper reader who may glance at
the cartoon on an otherwise unread editorial
page. So why aren't more people referencing
these editorial cartoons the way they would
an article or editorial? Is it because cartoons
in general are thought to be of little consequence, and editorial cartoons specifically
thought to be ephemeral? There is divided
opinion about this among the organizations
responsible for creating access, but in this
much-touted age of information, access to
editorial cartoons is improving.

Editorial Cartoons: Sources and Access
Editorial cartoons are commonly found on
the editorial pages of most, if not all, daily
newspapers in the United States. Cartoonists
are on staff at many U.S. newspapers (e.g., the
Boston Globe, Washington Post, Sun Francisco Chronicle), where their work is first
published, then released for syndication to
hundreds of other daily newspapers. Magazines also publish syndicated editorial cartoons. The Nation, World Press Review, and
Newsweek (which periodically publishes a
year-end compilation of noteworthy editorial

cartoons), are three examples of national periodicals that routinely carry editorial cartoons.
Older editorial cartoons were regularly published in such periodicals as Harper's Weekly
(1857-1916), Puck (1877-1918), and major
U.S. newspapers, most notably the Chicago
Tribune.
The primary source for both current and
older editorial cartoons is newspapers in both
paper and microform. For years researchers
have conducted their tedious research by sifting through piles of yellowed, crumbling newspapers, seeking the page on which the cartoon
was customarily published-never knowing if
that particular cartoon was about the desired
subject or by the desired illustrator. Microfilm
has made the search easier, but although an
illustrator list has sometimes been available in
the printed index to a newspaper, (for example, Belland Howell's Newspaper Index),a
subject index to cartoons has not been the
norm.
Museums and special cartoon collections in
libraries around the world are other access
points used primarily by scholars. For those
museums that have not yet chosen to automate
access to their cartoon collections, access is
usually through a card catalog, alphabetized
first by the illustrator's name, then by caption
if there is one. Henry Simmons, librarian at the
McCain Library of the University of Southern
Mississippi, which was "the repository, between 1973 and 1983, for representative political cartoons chosen for the annual traveling
exhibit of the Association of American Editorial Cartoonists," says editorial cartoons, when
asked for at all, are asked for by illustrator, not
by a particular cartoon or subject. A subject
index was never considered, and since the
collection is now "dead" and inquiries have
diminished over time, no further cataloging or
indexing is being considered."
BarbaraVandegrift, librarian at the National
Press Club, echoed the observation of
Simmons; editorial cartoons are rarely asked
for by the journalists who use her library. This
may be a reflection of their limited collection
(editorial cartoons primarily from the 1930s
and 1940s), or a more general attitude regarding the journalistic uselessness of old editorial
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cartoons. In any event, access to the collection
is through a series of catalog cards and data
sheets on which the following information can
be found: format (i.e., cartoon, caricature,
comic strip), title, legend, subject, cartoonist,
medium, a copy of the cartoonist's signature,
inscription, publication date, and condition.
The "subject" is aone-sentence visual description of the c a r t ~ o n . ~
Other institutions that one might assume
would keep elaborate and intricate indexing
systems to their holdings simply do not. Mark
Johnson, head of archives at King Features
Syndicate, the largest syndicator of cartoons,
says editorial cartoons have a very short shelf
life. Reprints for them are rarely requested,
unlike the comic strips they syndicate, like
Beetle Bailey, Blondie, and Family Circus.
Johnson found it "a waste of time" to organize
editorial cartoons by illustrator, and instead
organizes them by date and keeps them in a
bag on a shelf for one year where they remain
apparently u n t ~ u c h e dHearst
.~
Entertainment
keeps a file of cartoons by illustrator, but since
the syndicate is "in the business of here and
now," they don't archive any c a r t ~ o n s . ~
The above examples represent the most common classification systems found for cartoon
collections that have not been automated. The
New Yorker magazine presents an interesting
case study of a paper-based cartoon indexing
system. While they do not publish strictly
editorial cartoons, the New Yorker does provide a steady stream of social commentary in
the form of graphic images. The magazine
makes a regular practice of providing subject
access to its cartoons for in-house use through
an elaborate print index that includes subject
access as well as access by illustrator, date,
keywords in the caption, and issue.7 In its first
and apparently only published index, printed
in February 1993 for 1992, cartoons were not
included. The reason for the omission was
financial: each cartoon's citation includes at
least three subject access points, and the sheer
number of cartoons doubled the size of the
index.
The librarians who index the New Yorker's
cartoons are not constrained by formal external standards of authority control or Library of
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Congress (LC) subject headings because they
are creating a private index, which is not
intended to be integrated into any other index.
Having grown substantially since its inception
in 1925, it certainly has its own established
authority control. The intention of the indexers
is to reference all the elements of the joke so it
can be easily found. For example, subject
headings for a cartoon that shows a couple
arguing at a party might include "marital discord," or "fight, marital," and "parties, cocktail."' These specific subject headings are in
contrast to LC subject headings, which could
be as oblique as "domestic relations," or "communication in marriage," and "entertaining."
There are currently plans for automating the
index, but retrospective conversion of the 70year-old index would be an expensive proposition in both time andmoney. Since technology
tends to improve and become cheaper every
year, the New Yorker has put off acommitment
to automating.
Subject access is rarely available for editorial cartoons but is of particular interest
and inspires wildly divergent opinions in the
library community. The indexing of editorial cartoons is indeed a thorny subject. H.W.
Wilson Company, the preeminent indexing
and abstracting company, does not index
editorial cartoons because, according to
Reader's Guide editor Jean Marra, indexing
is about things or information in an article,
and cartoons don't contain information per
~ eJoseph
. ~ Miller noted that the Art Index
doesn't index newspapers or magazines that
have cartoons, but if there are articles about
cartoonists which have illustrations, they
will be indexed.''
Information Bank, an abstract and index
database covering many publications and begun by the New York Times in the late 1960s,
does not index editorial cartoons either. "Interpretation is impossible," according to Harvey
Holmes, assistant director of indexing services. If an editorial cartoon is contained within
an article, its presence will be noted in the
abstract, but the cartoon will not be described.
The Information Bank does not index or abstract any subjective materials ( e g , movie,
theater, or restaurant reviews)."

Challenges in Indexing Editorial Cartoons
What o f interpretation and subjectivity?
While there is an attitude about their ephemeral nature, it is the loaded emotional content
and the shifting interpretive ground on which
editorial cartoons sit that seem to most stymie
the efforts to index them. In a cartoon about
Watergate, for example, who is to say whether
it was a grimace or a grin on Nixon's face? The
cartoon's meaning is vastly different according to that particular interpretation. "At their
best, political cartoons ... are an oasis o f emotion in a newsprint desert o f dispassionate
verbiage and objective reporting. They are
unabashed personal opinions, a free indulgence o f exaggerations and prejudice, an irreverent questioning o f motives, and often
HOW does one employ the
fiercely
art o f indexing, which is striving toobjectively
describe, without editorializing, the
"aboutness" o f an article or a visual image, i f
that image is about rage or sly deception? An
image may speak volumes with vehement
emotionality. The indexer must assign terms
to the image which will describe the components o f that image (e.g., political figures,
symbols, etc.) and the subject of the image
(e.g., Bosnia, Clinton) without providing an
actual interpretation (e.g.,Colin Powell would
make a good President). One possible answer
to the complexity of indexing editorial cartoons is to include a one-sentence abstract
which names all figures and symbols and describes the action in the cartoon. In the
Watergate cartoon mentioned above, an indexer might just sit on the fence, mentioning
both grin and grimace, indicating ambiguity in
that cartoon in addition to assigning it indexing terms.
A further difficulty faced by potential indexers of editorial cartoons is indexing the
image itself."Indexers o f pictorial documents
face certain difficultiesnot encountered in any
other material type, most notably the lack o f
formal descriptive elements (in contrast to
books and serials);the lack o f standards as to
what particular aspects o f an item should be
described (in contrast to established practice
in archives listing);and the inadequacy o f any

description and, consequently, the need felt by
users to see selected items." 13 "Inadequacyo f
any description" is akin to the phrase about a
picture being worth a thousand words. Indexers strive for succinctness.
Besides the twin challenges o f subjectivity
and graphic description, would-be indexers of
editorial cartoons must also be familiar with
their subject. The subject of an editorial cartoon might be anything, from Tonya Harding
to Desmond Tutu, from the Information Superhighway to Somalia. The indexer must be
immersed in the culture, or at least have more
than apassing familiarity with the subjects that
give rise to cartoons. The importanceof understanding the cultural context o f the cartoons
can be likened to the dictate in indexing textbooks o f "know your audience." Axiomatic to
this concept is that indexing-or more particularly, abstracting-editorial cartoons requires
immediacy. Unless the indexer were immersed
in the culture, perhaps as a subject specialist,
retrospective indexing o f cartoons might lack
a certain cultural authority, especially because
o f the subjectivity o f editorial cartoons.

Technology and Access
to Editorial Cartoons
With the advent o f computer technology
and digitally stored data, access to editorial
cartoons is slowly improving. Technological
advances could have the potential to bring
enormous change-not only in access to information about editorial cartoons, but also
to the cartoons themselves. Massive databases can be built containing information
about individual cartoons (item level) or entire collections (collection level). Variable
length searchable fields can contain the published date, illustrator's name, and newspaper or magazine in which the cartoon first
appeared; or the syndicate's name, subject
headings, and a comments field for an abstract. All these fields can be searched free
text or using a controlled vocabulary, the
thesaurus and authority file for which can be
built into the database. The Boolean operators "and," "or," and "not" can be combined
to search these access points. Scanning tech-
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nology can be used to scan text and/or the
actual image into a database. Digitized images may eventually be searchable with the
assistance of what one might call a thesaurus
of images. Traditional means of access to
editorial cartoons-card or book catalogs,
data sheets, or hunting through a bag of editorial cartoons-may become, gratefully, a
thing of the past.* The future is here.
As significant as the development of sophisticated and expensive computer systems has
been for providing computerized access to
information, digitized images are really at the
cutting edge in this area. There were several
motivations behind the development of imaging technology. The technological challenge
of making all elements of a given document
available-for example, text and any accompanying charts, graphs, or tables in business or
science documents-was a strong impetus.
Desire for access to and transmission of photographs, slides, illustrations, and other visual
materials was another motivator. "Both in
descriptive cataloging and in providing access
points, even extensive text-based descriptions
of the images are seldom sufficiently descriptive for the researcher to determine which
images are likely to be relevant to his or her
needs. Even an enormous amount of descriptive text cannot adequately substitute for the
viewing of the image itself."15 In addition to
the obvious advantage of having visual access
to images, a final motivator for librarians is
preservation. If images of original photographs,
slides, or illustrations can be made available
digitally, collections of the original items can
be protected from the deterioration caused by
excessive handling. It enhances access to visual collections.
There are several problems with digitized
images, however. Foremost among them is
cost, due to the huge amount of computer storage space these images require. To store an
illustration, both the inked and blank portions of
a page must be digitized, rather than just the
ASCII code for each character. Compression
helps, but a compressed image still takes up
about 30 kilobytes of memory, equivalent to
about 5000 words of text. The image must then
be decompressed before it can be brought to the
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screen slowing down the whole process.'6 A
picture may be worth a thousand words, but
digitally speaking, it takes up many more bytes.
Much of the impetus for technological enhancements and change regarding access to
editorial cartoons has come from curators of
special cartoon collections and from enterprising database producers. Librarians and curators
of special collections are expanding and improving the ways they make materials and information available. An interesting example of
this is under discussion at the University of
California at Berkeley. While somewhat peripheral to the discussion of editorial cartoons,
it may provide insight into directions image and
text databases of editorial cartoons could go.
The problem at UCBerkeley was access to
the various image collections which were
housed not at a single site but at many sites
around the university. Catalog cards or even
online public access catalog (OPAC) records
were found insufficient to describe an image.
Time spent by staff in retrieving irrelevant
items and preservation of original materials
were additional concerns. UCBerkley proposed a catalog of surrogate images-images
that closely resemble, or are reasonable facsimiles of desired images, but take up less
memory. These surrogates derive from an
image database that includes digitized images
of items and objects contained in special collections all over the university. "The proposed
solution merges a form of OPAC with tools for
visually browsing surrogate images. From any
networked workstation, the user would be able
to use relatively standard OPAC-type techniques coupled with more extensive indexing
terms than normally provided by LC subject
headings to find an initial set of relevantrecords.
The system would then allow theuserto browse
visually through the group of small surrogate
images associated with that hit list. Any particular image could then be enlarged and displayed in high resolution on the user's
workstation,"" thus saving staff time in retrieving irrelevant images, and leaving fragile
items alone in their acid-free boxes. The example given was of architectural elements.
One could request images of temples or piazzas in Genoa or Venice, and then request a

certain era. Retrieved surrogates would display a variety of images out of which the
searcher could choose the one appropriate for
the purpose.
Symbols are often used by editorial cartoonists, (e.g., salamanders andGrinches have
been used frequently in recent cartoons about
the Speaker of the House), and one could
imagine a searcher desirous of seeing "salamanders in editorial cartoons," or "Uncle
Sam in editorial cartoons." The UCIBerkeley
prototype would provide a model to address
such questions of symbols, or any images, in
editorial cartoons. One might be able to request "Clinton in editorial cartoons," and get
Clinton's visage by Szep, MacNelly,
Luckovich, and others. A thesaurus of visual
images could be searched by text, as in the
above example, or by patterns of pixels,
whereby one could use a mouse or a stylus to
fashion one's query.

Access to Special Collections
Several institutions worldwide are developing innovative technological programs
designed to increase access to their cartoon
collections. These institutions include the
Library of Congress (LC); the Centre for the
Study of Cartoons and Caricature at the University of Kent in Canterbury, England; the
National Archives of Canada; the
Internationaal Instituut voor Sociale
Geschiedenis (IISG), in Amsterdam, the Netherlands; and the Cartoon, Graphic and Photographic Arts Research Library at Ohio State
University.
The Library of Congress, home to many
distinct named cartoon collections, has, on
average, two inquiries a day for cartoon information.'' The Prints and Photographs Division has grappled with problems of subject
access in its attempts to foster access to its
many editorial cartoon collections. All cartoon collections are integrated into the same
catalog that holds other visual materials, so
an inquiry about the Statue of Liberty, for
example, would produce information about
editorial cartoons along with other prints and
photographs. The depth and type of indexing

of the many collections varies according to
when the collection was received at the LC and
thus the indexing program in place at the time,
and what indexing already existed for that
collection (i.e., a collection cataloged in the
British Museum Catalog may already have
assigned numbers to each image; those images
are filed by the original British Museum Catalog card number).
Computer technology has made more extensive indexing possible, and there are two
editorial cartoon collections in particular that
get the "modern" indexing treatment, according to Helena Zinkham, head of processing for
that division.Ig For the Swann Collection and
the American Political Prints Collection, indexing is done at the item level and a choice is
made about whether a particular cartoon shall
be given a "minimal" or a "full" record. The
full record consists of a long subject note
which is a statement of what the cartoon shows
and what it means. A minimal record has no
such subject note. Indexers pose two questions
to themselves: what is the cartoon of, and what
is it about? Regarding the Nixon grin or grimace conundrum, Zinkham noted that an
indexer's knowledge and experience might
enable her to say definitively which expression it might be. A less experienced indexer
would place a question mark after "grin." In
retrospective cataloging of cartoons, question
marks are liberally used when indexers know
little about acartoon's meaning, although subject access (the "what is the cartoon o f ' aspect)
is always available. Providing images of visual items as an intrinsic part of their catalog
record is an overriding goal at the Library of
Congress. Copyright issues have yet to be
resolved.
The Centre for the Study of Cartoons and
Caricature at the University of Kent in Canterbury, England holds about 80,000 original
drawings of twentieth-century British newspaper cartoons and handles an average of 30
requests a month ranging from the Empire
State Building to the effect of class structure
on British politics since the Second World
Prior to automation in 1988, the crossreferenced card catalog included photographs
of the original drawings and cards containing
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publication date and other bibliographic details, personalities or figures in the illustration,
and detailed subject indexing. The growth of
the collection necessitatedcomputerizationthat
had Boolean capacities in a text-based retrieval system. "This was a big improvement
on the card catalog, but the visual nature of the
collection means that most searchers want to
see what the drawings look like."21John Bovey
of the computing laboratory of the university,
in consultation with the library staff, designed
and implemented a database that includes all
the information from the catalog cards and a
digitized image of the cartoon on one screen.
An online thesaurus of keywords and an authority file containing a list of all personalities
("real or fictitious, depictedor alluded to") are
also included in the database. As of January
1993, approximately 12,000 cartoons were in
the database, and 2,000 are added yearly. Plans
for the future include making the database
available over the computer network that connects all of Britain's universities, and perhaps
eventually the Internet, although copyright
laws may prohibit that.
The National Archives of Canada include
a collection of 20,000 editorial cartoons and
political caricatures. The intention in automating access to the collection was to provide
greater "intellectual access to the substantial
documentary art and photography collections
of the National Archives of ~ a n a d a . In
" ~the
~
research phase of the operation, prior to implementation, they found no turnkey system (for
an optical disc system), but "struck a responsive chord with a small number of companies
who saw in our application an opportunity to
develop a market for state-of-the-art imaging
systems for cultural property agencies including, but not limited to, archives, museums, art galleries, and libraries in government
and the private sector."23 The system they
designed holds the digitized images of' the
cartoons and caricatures on two sides of a
12-inch video disc; a separate text database
is used to perform extensive subject indexing on the images. In contrast to the system
at Kent, in which both the image and the text
are called up on one screen, the system used
by the archives requires an image monitor
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for viewing the images and a data monitor for
the text database.
The intention of the IISG in Amsterdam was
to enhance access to its collections of leaflets,
photographs, posters, and 35,000 political cartoons, without having to design its own computer system. They desired a turnkey system
that could accommodate both text and image.
At the time of implementation, no such system
existed, so they settled on the GEAC Library
Information System for the bibliographic database with an adapted MARC format to accommodate visual images. It was linked by
production numbers to images stored in a
microcomputer LAN "whose processing power
would be entirely used for transporting the
huge amounts of bytes normally taken by
digitized graphics."24 The GEAC terminal
provides access to the entire collection, monographs and serials included, and visual items
are displayed on a separate video monitor,
similar to the setup at the National Archives of
Canada. Dutch copyright law prohibits anything other than individual copies of a document for personal use, so compact or video
disk or network access to the image collection
is not presently being considered. Subject indexing of visual items is given special consideration and Boolean strategies can be used.
The Cartoon, Graphic and Photographic Arts
Research Library at Ohio State University
holds the archives of the Association of American Editorial Cartoonists, in addition to numerous small designated collections (e.g., the
Milton Caniff collection). The library's curator, Lucy Shelton Caswell, has been striving to
create an index to all the individual items in the
variouscollections (cartoons, photographs, and
illustrations) that will take into account not
only subject access to the items, but also administrative and curatorial functions. The data
necessary for the broader needs of special
collections librarians can be included, such as
information about donors or purchase information, value of the item or collection, or
preservation processes necessary. Plans for
the special collections database (SCDB) also
include digitized images (on CD-WORM) and
key word and Boolean searches. In addition, it
"will accommodate multiple thesauri main-

tained in separate files (for the discrete collections), but offer a global search of their lists."25
The innovations described above represent
the state-of-the-art technology museums and
libraries are using to enhance access to their
special cartoon and graphics collections.

Access to Editorial Cartoons
in Proprietary Databases
The proliferation of on-line and CD-ROM
databases has created an ever-expanding universe of information. Editorial cartoons appear as only a small constellation in this
universe, but information about them can be
found. Technology has made it possible to
treat editorial cartoons like other articles of
interest and value in newspapers and periodicals. The current state of affairs can be understood through the examples of three database
producers: Newsbank, Information Access
Company, and University Microfilms International.
Newsbank has been indexing editorial cartoons for several years, primarily in response
to the needs of junior high and high school
librarians and teachers who use them as teaching tools. They produce several CD-ROM
indexes that cover newspapers and general
interest news magazines such as Time,
Newsweek, and The New Republic, which are
geared to the high school audience. Two discs
are available for these products, both of which
have subject indexing for editorial cartoonsone with full text and software with Boolean
capabilities, the other without full text but with
full indexing using a hierarchy of descriptor
terms. Lenore Relleham gave three reasons
not to include digitized images of cartoons:
broad variations in the equipment of the users;
microfiche is available of indexed magazines
where images are captured; and permission to
film editorial cartoons is not always given.26
Information Access Company (IAC), producer of Infotrac and National Newspaper
Index, among other databases, does not index
editorial cartoons on either their CD-ROM
products or online databases. A cartoon will be
indexed only if it is part of a larger article, and
will appear in the Features field as "illustra-

tion," if the disc is destined for public library
use, and "cartoon," if it is headed to an academic library.27 IAC has no future plans for
digitizing cartoon images.
Of the three companies, University Microfilms International (UMI) has the most complete and well-defined criteria regarding the
indexing of editorial cartoons. UMI has been
using "editorial cartoon" as a subject heading
since the mid- 1980s, when they took over the
publishing of major newspaper indexes (Los
Angeles Times, Washington Post, Boston
Globe) from Bell and Howell. In print indexes
for the Boston Globe, for instance, editorial
cartoons are indexed by illustrator, and by the
subject heading "editorial cartoon." With the
advent of computer technology, UMI expanded
the access points to each cartoon indexed.
Now, in addition to searching by illustrator,
one can search "editorial cartoon" using title
or article type, source (publication), company
named, subject, and words in the abstract.
UMI indexer Tippi McTyeire says that when it
comes to cartoon abstracts, they try to gauge
the message the creator intended and capture
that in written form, often with a verbal description of the graphics.28This information is
available either online (Dialog File 484? or
one of the other online services), or on one of
their several ProQuest CD-ROM products.
UMI also produces a full-image CD-ROM.
This product features journals (such as World
Press Review, New Republic, National Review, etc.) rather than newspapers, but again,
editorial cartoons can be sought, and seen,
using all the above named fields. Copyright
fees are covered by charging users for each
copy made of a page; some portion of that
charge is paid to the original publisher of the
image.
In product information about UMI's
ProQuest databases, it is noted that "the outstanding criterion for article inclusion is its
enduring research value."29 To say that editorial cartoons have "enduring research value" is
a distinct departure from the philosophy espoused by other proprietary organizations responsible for indexing information (i.e.,
editorial cartoons are too ephemeral, too subjective, or don't contain information). In fact,

UMI is able to treat editorial cartoons like
other articles in newspapers and magazines
and makes that information available to the
casual reader of newspapers and magazines in
a library. Some subjectivity may show in abstracts: "A Jeff MacNelly editorial cartoon
lampoons" or "pokes fun," lends the necessary
judgment that makes the indexing of editorial
cartoons different from the indexing of objective articles of fact.

Conclusion
Editorial cartoonists daily provide cogent
social and political commentary in graphic
form in hundreds of newspapers and magazines in this country. Unlike other stories of
political interest or political commentary, editorial cartoons have not customarily been indexed for inclusion in print or computer
databases. The reasons for their omission seem
to be due to little expressed interest in this
information, and perhaps more importantly,
the difficulty of indexing material as subjective as editorial cartoons. Traditional print
indexes have provided some limited access to
editorial cartoons through an illustrator index,
but subject access has not been available.
Computer technology has improved access
to editorial cartoons in several ways. A primary improvement has been in subject access;
information about cartoons can now be found
in some databases (e.g. Newspaper Abstracts

covers more than 25 national and regional
newspapers, including The New York Times,
The Wall Street Journal, and Houston Post),
by simply typing "editorial cartoon." A hit list
of all cartoons published in certain newspapers or periodicals in a given time period will
be listed. Further refinement, such as requesting "Holocaust Museum," "Vietnam Memorial," and "Bosnia," will quickly narrow the
search to the one or two cartoons that used
those elements to make apoint. Still, it remains
difficult to actually see those images unless
one has access to either microfilm or a fullimage CD-ROM that contains them. Everincreasing improvements in scanning hardware
and software and imaging technology, including the equipment to press one's own CDROM's, will make visual access to visual
materials more common. However, copyright
issues regarding electronic information will
need to be addressed.
Access to editorial cartoon images may remain a problem due to prevailing opinion
about their importance, or, perhaps more significantly, their relative worth (witness
Dialog's decision not to carry digital images of
cartoons). Increased access to information
about them may well create increased interest.$ The newsworthiness or enduring value of
editorial cartoons may remain open to question for some, but for others, editorial cartoons
have achieved a rightful place in bibliographic
indexes.
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Nicholson Baker, in a 1994 article in the New Yorker, bemoans the loss of card catalogs in libraries in
place of which are now online catalogs, which, he claims, "are much harder to browse efficiently, are
less rich in cross-references and subject headings, lack local character, do not group related titles and
authors together particularly well, and are in many cases stripped of whole classes of specific historical
information ... they denature and mediocritize" old records.14 He believes that library technology will
improve over time and hopes that "grime pixels" can be a part of each electronic record so that one may
appreciate, in digitized form, the use which that record has experienced, much like one appreciates the
gestalt of dog-eared cards in old card catalogs.

Dialog Information Services may carry citations for editorial cartoons (in UMI's Newspaper Abstracts,
for example), but they never plan to carry digitized images of editorial cartoons, according to Sarah
Kempen, newspaper files specialist at Dialog. First and foremost in Dialog's decision is the very high
cost of computer storage, compression, and transmission of images. There is no economic return for
Dialog in making editorial cartoons available, unlike trademarks andpatents, for which online customers
pay handsomely. Also problematic for Dialog, obviously, is the ubiquitous maze of copyright.30
The increasing popularity of online services may contribute to this. Prodigy Information Services has
a new addition to its database: an index to editorial cartoons. As of spring 1994, cartoons are available
in digitizedform for two weeks after original publication. They are available by date and illustrator only:
there is no subject access. The graphic equivalent of the sound bite is here.

Angie Chapple-Sokol, graduate of the School of Library and Information Science at SUNY/
Albany, currently resides near Burlington, VT.
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Information Management, CA (1984- ); member, Advisory Council, Engineering Information, Inc., NY (1988-93); member, Steering Committee, State House Conference on Small Business,
Commonwealth of Massachusetts (1 986-88); member, Computer
Applications Committee, Cary Memorial Library, Lexington, MA
(1986); Chair, IIA Small Business Committee (1986-89); member,
Small Business Committee, Governor's Business Advisory Council, Commonwealth of Massachusetts (1985-89); Chair, IIA Publications Committee (1983-87); member, Board of Directors,
Associated Information Managers (1984-86); member, Board of
Directors, Information Industry Association (IIA), Washington,
DC (1982-84); member, Advisory Committee on International
Investment and Technological Development, U.S. Department of
State (1980-83); member, American Society of Information Scientists; member, Beta Phi Mu. Has also made speeches and led
workshops for the library, business, government and education
communities throughout the United States and in many other
countries. Topics covered include database design, information
management, small business management, women in business,
international education.
AwardsJHonors: Fellow, Special Libraries Association (1995);
Entrepreneur Award, Information Industry Association (1989);
Knox Award, Associated Information Managers (1988); DISCLOSURE Award, Business & Finance Division, SLA (1987);
Alumni Achievement Award, GSLIS, Simmons College (1986);
Beta Phi Mu ( 1973);listed in Who's Who in America, Who's Who
in the East, Who's Who in the World, Who's Who in Finance and
Industry, Who's Who of American Women, and Who's Who in the
Computer Industry.

Publications: "Fidelity Investments' Ad Campaigns Misfire,"
Boston Chapter Bulletin (January 1995); "Special Librarians and
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the Information Industry," Database magazine (November 1994);
Columnist, "Database Design Column," Database magazine ( 198489); frequent contributor to the Library Management Quarterly;
columnist, "ETC Column," Business & Finance Division Bulletin
(1983-85); three articles, Database magazine (1988-90); two articles, Special Libraries (1990, 1983); one article, Online magazine, (1987); compiler, Words That Mean Business (Neal-Schuman,
1981).

FIELD
currently works as a management consultant. She
also holds the position of Senior Lecturer, Library and Information
Science Program, Wayne State University, Detroit, MI, where she
teaches courses in special libraries and business resources.

JUDY

Judy Field

Past Employment: Director, Minnesota Legislative Reference
Library (1986); Head, General Reference, Flint Public Library
(1972-86); Research Associate, Institute for International Commerce, University of Michigan (197 1-72); Library Director, Institute for International Commerce, University ofMichigan (1969-7 1);
Associate Library Director, Graduate School of Business Administration, University of Michigan (1966-69); Assistant Librarian,
Natural Science Library, University of Michigan (1965-66); Library Manager, Western ElectricIBell Telephone Laboratories,
Indianapolis, IN (1962-65).
SLA Member Since: 1962.
Education: B.B.A., University of Michigan (1961); A.M.L.S.,
University of Michigan (1963); M.B.A., University of Michigan
(1969); additional academic courses in information technology and
various continuing education courses and workshops.
SLA Chapter Activities: Michigan Chapter: Director (1994-95);
Strategic Planning Committee (1992-95); Chair, Government Relations (199 1-93); Chair, Lecture Series (1989-9 1); Vice-president
(1982-83); Representative to Council of Michigan Library Organizations ( 1981-83); Long Range Planning Committee (1981 -83);
President-elect/President (1980-82); Chair, Program Committee
( 1 980-8 1); Chair, Education Committee (1979-80); Chair, Bylaws
Committee (1975-76); Bulletin Editor (197 1-4); Secretary (197 172); Indiana Chapter: Assistant EditorEditor, Indiana SLAnt
( 1962-65).
SLA Division Activities: Library Management Division: Chair,
Special Committee on Mentoring (1 992-95); spoke at two conference programs on the role of mentoring ( 1992 and 1994); Nominating Committee (member, 1994-95; Chair 1985-86); Chair-elect/
Chair (1982-84); Long Range Planning Committee (member,
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1981-83; Chair 1982-83); Chair, Consultants Section (1981-82);
Membership Committee (member, 1978-80; Chair, 1979-80); Information Technology Division: Long Range Planning Committee
(1985-87); Special Committee on Information Technology Implementation (198 1-83); Business & Finance Division: Nominating
Committee (member, 1982-83; Chair, 1972-73 and 1973-74);
Chair-Elect and Bulletin Editor (1971-72); Chair, Video Tape
Conference Project (1970-72); Local Representative (1969-70).
SLA Association Activities: SLA Representative to the Association for Library & Information Science Education (1995-96);
Student Affairs and Academic Relations (1994-96); Conference
Chair, Atlanta Annual Conference Committee (1992-94); H. W.
Wilson Committee (1991-93); Consultation Committee (198992); Secretary, Presidential Task Force on the Enhancement of the
Libraryhfonnation Professional (1988-90); member, SLA Board
of Directors (1986-89); Long Range Planning Committee (member, 1986-88; Chair, 1987-88);Government Relations Committee
(1985-87); Deputy Conference Chair, Winnipeg Annual Conference (1983-85); SLA Representative to ASIS (1981-85); SLA
Representative to CLENE (1977-80); Awards Committee (197677); Division Cabinet ChairIChair-Elect and member of the Board
of Directors (1975-77); Education Committee (member, 1974-75,
1977-80; Chair, 1977-78); served on several special committees
and was Chair, Special Committee on Conference Papers (197778); also served as an instructor for SLA continuing education
courses (1974- 1979).
Other Associations: American Library Association: several committee assignments including the Committee on Accreditation
(1993-97) and the ALA Nominating Committee (1990-9 1);American Society for Information Science: served as President, Michigan Chapter (1991-93), served on several committees, and made a
presentation on "Preparing the R F P at the Midyear Meeting
(1982); Michigan Library Association: served on the MLA Task
Force on the National Information Infrastructure (1994-95), the
Conference Committee (199 1-92) and did a presentation "Public
Libraries and Legal Materials" (1991); Michigan Inter-Institutional Committeeon Continuing Library Education:member (198285, 1990-92),President (1983-85); Continuing Library Education
Network Exchange: member, Board of Directors (1980-82).
Awards and Honors: Fellow, Special Libraries Association
(1994-); John C otton Dana Lecturer (1974); listed in Who's Who
of American Women.
Publications and Presentations: five books including Michigan
Legal Literature (1991); two chapters for books and 18 articles
including a five-part series on mentoring for the Library Management Quarterly; regular reviewer for Business Information Alert
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and Americun Reference Books Annuul; speaker for several SLA
chapters; speaker at various conferences and organizations such as
Internet World Canada 1996, the Wayne State University Commission on the Status of Women and the Michigan Health Sciences Libraries Association; served as Parliamentarian for various
groups including the WHLIST Conference in 1981.

For Chapter Cabinet Chair-Elect
PETER
S. MOONis Manager, Technical Resource Center, Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection & Insurance Co., Hartford, CT.

Past Employment: Freelancer, University of Connecticut Health
Center, The Donohue Group, Inc., Aetna Life & Casualty (198688); Library Services Coordinator, The New England Journal of
Medicine (1984-86); Reference Librarian, Francis A. Countway
Library of Medicine (1980-84).
SLA Member Since: 1986.

Peter Moon

Education: B.S., (psychology & library science) Syracuse University; M.L.S., Syracuse University (1980).
SLA Chapter Activities: Connecticut Vulley Chupter: Past-President (1994-95); President (1993-94); Liaison, North East Regional
Conference ( 1992-93); President-elect and Program Chair (1 99293); Employment Chair (1989-92).
SLA Division Activities: Engineering Division: Chair (1995-96);
Chair-elect (1994-95); Election Teller (1993).
Other Professional Memberships: Advisory Council for Library
Planning & Development for Connecticut (1995-96); American
Library Association (1987- ); American Society of Information
Science (1 99 1-94); Society of Competitive Intelligence Professionals (1992-93); Connecticut Association of Health Sciences
Libraries (1986-87); Medical Library Association (1 979-87); North
Atlantic Health Sciences Libraries, Inc. (1980-86); Massachusetts
Health Sciences Library Network (1980-86); New England Online
Users Group, NENON (1980-86).
AwardsIHonors: Member of the Year, Connecticut Valley Chapter
(1994-95); Certificate, Nassau County Board of Elections, Mineola,
NY, elected Committeeman (197 1);numerous certificates have been
granted from SLA, MLA, the National Library of Medicine, and
Simmons Graduate School of Library and Information Science.
Publications: President's Column, Connecticut Valley Chapter
Bulletin (55)7 (JulyIAugust 1993) through (56)6 (MayIJune 1994).
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PATRICIA
B. YOCUM
is Librarian

at the Shapiro Science Library, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.

Past Employment: Library Studies Project M
Saginaw and Ann Arbor (1992-94); Coordinato
velopment, Basic Science & Engineering Lib
Head, Natural Science Librarie
Arbor (1977-90); Assistant Lib
Detroit, MI (1976-77); Assist

Patricia Yocum
ure) with honors, SUNY
terature) University of Michi-

er Since: 1985.
SLA Chapter Activities: Michigan Chapter: Nominating Committee (I 995-96); President-elect, President, Past-President (1 99093); Program Chair (1990-91); session planner and moderator for
"The Contract Librarian," an SLA program presented at the Michigan Library Association Annual Conference (199 1); Professional
Development Committee (member. 1987-90; Chair, 1989-90);
Chair, Career Guidance Committee (1985-87).
SLA Division Activities: Biological Sciences Division: Chairelect, Chair, Past-Chair (I 993-96); Montreal Conference Planning
Committee (1994-95); session planner and moderator, "Gene
Sequence Databases," Pittsburgh Conference (I 990); session planner and moderator, "Gene Sequence Databases," SLA Great Lakes
Regional Conference I(1989); Career Guidance Committee (198687); Environment & Resource Management Division: member.
SLA Association-level Activities: Division Cabinet (1993-95);
Joint Cabinet Customer Survey Task Force, Chair (1995); "SciTech Librarians: Their Background, Performance & Expectations," presentation at Sci-Tech Division program, Cincinnati
Conference ( 1993); Special Committee to Review Association
Finances (member, 1991-93; Chair 1992-93); Association Nominating Committee (1992-93); DACOLT Advisory Committee
(1992-93); Chapter Cabinet (1990-92).
Other Professional MembershipsIActivities: member, American Library Association; member, Association of College and
Research Libraries; member, ACRL Science & Technology Section; member, ACRL University Libraries Section; member, Geological Information Society; International Federation of Library
Associations, SLA Representative to the Standing Committee on
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Education Act, Ti

91, Chair 1990-91);
U A Secretary (1984-

s: Beta Phi Mu (1971); A L A Junior Members

Publications: "Chair's Report," Biofeedback, vol. 20, no 1-4
(1994-95); "Final Report: [ S L A ] Special Committee to Review
Association Finances," ( 1 993);SLA Division and Cabinet Leudership Training Manual, Chapter 2, with Rosemary Young (1992);
"President's Message," SLA Michigan Bulletin, vol. 56, no. 4
(1991),and vol. 57, no. 1-3, (1992);"Challenge andchange: Some
Observations o f Academic Science Librarianship," Science and
Techrrologj~Libraries,
vol. 15, no. 2 ( 1 995);"CIESIN: Information
Resources for Global Change," Ceoscience Information Society
Proceedings, Connie W i c k , ed. vol. 24 (1994).

For Division Cabinet Chair-Elect
ELIZABETH
A. BIBBYis a full-time student in the School o f
Information Sciences, University o f Tennessee, Knoxville.
Past Employment: Head Librarianlcoordinator, L A B A T ANDERSON Incorporated ( 199 1 -94);Manager, Library & Information Service, Federal Home Loan Bank o f Atlanta (1987-91);
Information Resources Administrator, TAPPI (1983-87);Reference and Circulation Librarian, Life Chiropractic College (198283);Information Manager, Canadian Consulate General o f Chicago
(1976-81).

Elizabeth Bibby

Education: School o f Librarianship, Liverpool College o f Commerce, U.K. (1962-63); Bachelor o f Philosophy with highest
distinction, Northwestern University ( I 976); American Management Association Certificate in Management Development,
Oglethorpe University (1992).

S L A Member Since: 1976.
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SLA Chapter Activities: Georgia Chapter: Director (1990-199 1 ) ;
South Atlantic Chapter: President (1986-87); Chair, Program
Committee (1985-86); Chair, Education Committee (1984-85);
Illinois Chapter: Bulletin Editor (1978-8 1 ) .
SLA Division Activities: Library Management Division: Chair,
Awards Committee (1992-93); Chair, Nominating Committee
(1992-93);Chair, Bylaws Committee (1991-92);Division Chair
( 1 990-9 1 ) ; Marketing Section Chair ( 1 988-89); Diverse Issues
Caucus: member ( 1 993- ); Environment & Resource Management
Division: member (1992-95);Natural Resources Division: member ( 1 984-88);Social Science Division: member (1976-8 1); Business and Finance Division: member ( 1 976- ).
SLA Association-level Activities: Research Committee ( 1 995- );
Deputy Chair, Conference Planning Committee ( 1 992-94);Public
Relations Committee (1987-88).
Other Professional Activities: member, American Library Association; Conference Chair, American Society for Information
Science ( 1 987-88);member, Board o f Directors, Chicago Library
System Affiliates Council ( 1 980-8 1 ) .
AwardsJHonors: Management Leadership Award, Library Management Division ( 1 994).
Publications: HMSO Bibliography; one book review and three
articles, including most recent "Using Ready Reference on the
Region 4 LAN," EPA InfoAccess (November 1992).

REBECCA
B. VARGHA
is Library Coordinator at SAS Institute
Inc., Cary, N C .

Past Employment: National Humanities Center, Research Triangle Park, NC: Associate Librarian (1987-94);Assistant Librarian (1980-87);Library Assistant (1979-80).
Education: B.A. (English literature) University o f North Carolina,
Chapel Hill (1979);M.L.S., NorthCarolinaCentral University (1980).
SLA Member Since: 1980.

Rebecca Vargha
SLA Chapter Activities: North Carolina Chapter: S L A W i n ter Meeting Task Force ( 1994-95);Chair, Nominating Committee (1992-93); President-elect, President, Past-President
(1989-91); Chair, Government Relations Committee (198589); Chair, Education Committee (1983-85); Second VicePresident ( 1 983-85).
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SLA Division Activities: Museum, Art and Humanities Division:
Division Chair-electJChair (1993-95); Chair Professional Development (199 1-92); Chair, Long-Range Planning Committee (198991).
SLA Association-level Activities: Networking Committee (member, 1994-95; Chair 1995-97); Chair, Cincinnati Conference Program (199 1-93).
Awards/Honors: Beta Phi Mu (1980); North Carolina SLA Meritorious Achievement Award (1994).
Other Professional Activities/Memberships:President, Research
Triangle Park Librarians Association (TRILIBS) (1993); Special
Libraries representative to North Carolina Governor's Conference
on Libraries and Information Services (1991); North Carolina
LSCA Advisory Council (1985- 1987); member, American Library
Association; member, North Carolina Library Association.

For Director

STEPHEN
K. ABRAMis Director, Corporate Information,
Micromedia Limited, Toronto, ON.

Stephen Abram

Past Employment: Publisher, Electronic Information, Carswell,
Thomson Professional Publishing (1 992-95); Senior Product Manager, Electronic Information, Thomson Electronic Publishing
(1 99 1 ); Hay Management Consultants LimitedMay Group: Director, Administration and Director, Information and Marketing Resources (1989-9 I ) , Manager, Information & Marketing Resources
(1988-89), and Manager, Information Resources (1985-88); Head
Librarian, National Information Centre, Coopers &Lybrand/Cume,
Coopers & Lybrand (1980-85).
Education: Honours baccalaureate (anthropology) University of
Toronto (1978); M.L.S., Faculty of Library & Information Science,
University of Toronto (1980).
SLA Member since: 1980.
SLA Chapter Activities: Toronto Chapter: Strategic Planning &
Vision Committee (1993-95); Chair, Nominating Committee (199293); President-elect, President, Past-President (1989-92); Director
(1989-90); Career Guidance Committee Chair (1987-88).
SLA Division Activities: Librap Management Division: Chair,
Nominating Committee (1992-95); Chair-elect, Chair, Past-Chair
(1992-94); Business & Finance Division: Chair, Business Libraries Roundtable ( I 99 1 ); Directory Committee ( 1985).
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SLA Association-level Activities: Chair, Public Relations Committee (1995-96); member, President's Visioning Committee
(1992-94); member, President's International Inter-Association
Task Force to Enhance the Image of the Information Professional
(1988-90).
Other Professional Activities/Memberships: Co-Chair, Information Industries Council, Information Technology Association
of Canada (I 995-97); FLIS Graduate School Council, University
of Toronto (199 1-93); trained team member, Committee on
Accreditation, American Library Association (1991-94); Membership Committee, ASIS (1990-9 1); Co-Chair, Toronto Conference Planning Committee, ASIS (1990); National Treasurer,
Canadian Association of Special Libraries and Information Services (CASLIS) (1985-88); Founding Chair, Toronto Inmagic
Users' Group (1985-88); Founding Partner, Canada Online1
Canadian Information Congress (1 985-86); Co-Chair, Toronto
Library Continuing Education Group (1984-89); National Director, CASLIS (1984-85); Chair, Toronto Chapter, CASLIS (198485); Program Coordinator, Toronto Chapter, CASLIS (1983-84);
Membership Chair, Toronto Chapter, CASLIS ( 1 982-83); Faculty of Library & Information Science Student Council Director,
University of Toronto (1979-80); member, Canadian Library
Association; member, Canadian Association of Special Libraries
and Information Services; member, Information Technology
Association of Canada, Canadian Legal Research Network; frequent conference and seminar leader on information profession
issues such as leadership, marketing and technology strategies,
and competencies for CLA, CASLIS, Ontario Library Association, SLA, Computers in Libraries, Internet World Canada,
Canada Online, as well as at the University of Toronto, University of Waterloo, University of Western Ontario, Seneca College,
Sheridan College; course instructor and member, Program Committee for Ryerson University's "Professional Development for
Online Searchers" ( 1 989-92); continuing education lecturer for
University of Toronto (1989-96); continuing education workshop leader for SLA across North America (1988-96).
AwardsandHonors:Fellow, Special Libraries Association ( 1 995);
New Product Achievement, Information Industry Association
(1 992); Member of the Year, SLA Toronto Chapter ( 1992); Executive Office Design Bronze Award, ARID0 (1987); Kathleen
Reeves Award, University of Toronto (1980); member. Beta Phi
Mu (1980).
Publications: Contributor and co-guest editor of special issue of
Special Libraries on "Standing in the Future" (November 1993).
Other selected publications include "The Online User's Wish List:
A Canadian Supplement," Database Canada (March/April1991);
regular articles in Library Management Quarterly; "Recession-
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proofing Your Library," Canadian Library Journal (August 1983,
December 1990); "The Ten Commandments of Good Time Management," SpeciaList (October 1990); the Compensation Study in
the Report of the Task Force on the Image of the Librarian and the
Information Professional (1991); contributor to Business Online:
A Canadian Guide. (John Wiley: 1989).

BARBARA
BEST-NICHOLS
is Information Resources Administrator for the corporate headquarters of Reichhold Chemicals Inc.,
Research Triangle Park, NC.

Barbara BestNichols

Past Employment: Serials Librarian, North Carolina Central University (1992-94); Visiting Lecturer, North Carolina Central University, School of Library and Information Sciences (summersof 1992,
93, 94); Adjunct Instructor, North Carolina Central University,
Department of Home Economics (1992-93); Library Supervisor,
Lord Corporation (1989-92); Head Librarian, College of Textiles,
North Carolina State University (1985-89); Unit Administrator.
Northrop Services, Inc. (1983-85); Head Librarian, Monsanto Triangle Park Research and Development Center, Inc. (1979-83).
SLA Member Since: 1978.
Education: B.S. (home economics), North Carolina Central University (1976); M.L.S., North Carolina Central University (1978);
Certificate (public personnel administration), North Carolina State
University (1984).
SLA Chapter Activities: North Carolina Chapter: Chair, Sara
Aull Student Paper Competition (1991-93); Nominating Committee (1 986,1985,1992); ChairISecondVice-president, Professional
Development(1989-91);Associate Editor,NC/SLABulletin (198587); Area Reporter, NCISLA Bulletin (1985-86); Chair, Positive
Action Committee (1980-81); President, North Carolina Central
University Student Chapter (1977-78).
SLA Division Activities: Science-Technology Division: Chair,
Affirmative Action (1992-93); Library Management Division:
Chair, Public Relations Committee (1992-93); Chemistry Division: Archivist (1989-92); Secretary (1987-89); Solo Librarians
Division: member.
SLA Association-level Activities: member, Scholarship Committee (1994-1997); Moderator, Solo Librarians Program at Annual Conference, "Contracting Out Library Services" (1995);
Chair, Publisher Relations Committee (1987-1989); Coordinator, Publisher Relations Committee program at Annual Conference (1987); Career Advisor (1985-1986).

Other Professional Activities/Memberships: Conducted
"Interview Skills and Resume Writing Workshop" for NCCU
SLIS SLA Student Chapter (1995), and St. Augustines College, NC State University African American Textile Forum,
Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity (1 985-94); Director, NCLA Round
Table of Ethnic Minority Concerns (REMCo) (1993-95);
member, Durham County Literacy Council Board of Directors (1991-93), and Chair, Fund Raising Committee (199293); Chair, Ad Hoc Committee on Personnel Policies; North
Carolina Central University (NCCU), School of Library and
lnformation Sciences, Title 11-B Advisory Committee (199293), and member, Admissions Committee (1994- ); conducted "Basic Reference and lnformation Services Update
Workshop" (1993-95) and "Serials Management" (1992) as
part of the Continuing Education Program of NCCU and
North Carolina State Library; member, North Carolina Department of Cultural Resources Preservation Consortium
(1990-92); Chair, REMCo, Roadbuilders Award Committee
(1990-91); Chair, Resolutions Committee, Regional North
Carolina Governor's Conference on Library and Information Services (1990); Chair, Publicity Committee, Textile
Information Users Council (1985-87); President, Durham
County Library Association (1980-81); member, American
Chemical Society; member, Triangle Librarians Association (TRILIBS); member, North Carolina Library Association (NCLA). Has also made several presentations including
"Choosing Librarianship as a Viable Career Choice," Career
Day, Lowes Grove Middle School; "Changing of the Guard
in a Special Library," University of North Carolina at Chapel
Hill's Librarians Association Annual Meeting; "Self-Esteem for Better Work Performance," East End School Teacher
Appreciation Week Banquet; "Technological Advancements
in the Field of Library Science," NCCU SLIS Annual Alumni
Meeting ( 1994).
Awards/Honors: Recipient, NCLAmEMCo Roadbuilders Award
in Special Libraries (1994); Delegate, Second White House Conference on Library and Information Services (1991); Medical
Library Association Scholarship Award Recipient (1977).
Publications: "Information-The Key to Power," the Journal of
Adhesives and Sealant Council, Inc. (26) 1 (October 29-November
1, 1995); "Community Use of Tax Supported Academic Libraries
in North Carolina-is Unlimited Access a Right?'North Carolina
Libraries (5 1)3 (Fall 1993); Editor, library newsletters: Info-Now
(1994- ), The Informer (1989-92), The Bookmark (1985-89);
editor, Textile Information Users Council Union List of Serials
(1989); author, "Increased Journals Cost Stretching library Budgets," PSP Professional & Scholarly Publishing Division-AAPAssociation of American Publishers (Fall 1987).
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ANDREA
L. GREER
is District Librarian, Danbury Independent
School District. Danbury, TX.

Past Employment: Librarian. Vocational Guidance Service, Inc.
(1994); Senior Library and Information Resource Analyst, IBM
Corp., Federal Systems Company ( I 983-94).

Andrea Greer

Education: B.A. (sociology), Texas Southern University (1965);
M.A. (counseling & guidance), Texas Southern University (197 1);
IBM Librarian Certification Program, Graduate School of Library
and Information Science, Drexel University (1985) and University
of Texas at Austin (1988 and 1991); Texas Education Agency
Learning Resources Specialist Certification (1995). Additional
studies in computer science, multimedia technology, and library
management.
SLA Member Since: 1986.
SLA Chapter Activities: Texas Chapter: Strategic Planning Chair
(1992-96); Affirmative Action Liaison (1 987-9 1); Consultation
Committee (1988-90).
SLA Division Activities: Aerospace, Science & Technology, and
Library Management Divisions: member (1987); Education Division: member ( I 995).
SLA Association-Level Activities: Scholarship Committee (199295); Affirmative Action Committee (1989-92).
Other Professional Activitiesh4emberships: member, Texas
Library Association ( I 994- ); member, Texas Southern University
Alumni Speakers Bureau on Library and Information Science
Careers (1 989- ); IBM Libraries and Information Centers Steering
Committee (1990-93); Past President and Co-Founder, Bay Area
Libraries Association (1988-90). Board of Directors, Past Vice
President and Secretary, Dickinson (Texas) Public Library Association.
AwarddHonors: Village Keepers Award for Collective Work and
Responsibility (UJIMA), Kawanza 1994, College of the Mainland,
Texas City, TX (1994); IBM Cost Effectiveness and Quality
Program Award (1992); Dickinson (Texas) Outstanding Citizen
Award (1990); Outstanding Service Award, Bay Area Libraries
Association (1989); Distinguished Service Award, Dickinson Public Library Board of Directors (1987).
Publications: "Color Me Invisible," Lone Star Librarian, (43)3
(199 1 ); "Aerospace Libraries" a paper presented at the Fall Meeting, Texas Chapter Special Libraries Association, Houston, TX
(October 1988).
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SHARYN
J. LADNER
is Associate Professor and Gold Fund
Business Librarian at the University of Miami, Coral Gables, FL.
Past Employment: Supervisor, Technical Information Support
(corporate library services), Cordis Corporation, Miami, FL (198387); Senior Research Associate, Behavioral Science Research
Corporation, Coral Gables, FL (1979-83, 1975-76); Information
Specialist, South FloridaRegional Planning Council. Miami (197879); Reference Librarian, Miami-Dade Public Library System
(1977-78).

Sharyn Ladner

Education: B.A., Gettysburg College (1967); M.L.S., Indiana
University (197 1).
SLA Member Since: 1978.
SLA Chapter Activities: Florida Chapter: Chair, Public Relations Committee ( 1993-94); Chair, Nominating Committee (1 98990); President-elect, President, Past-President (1986-89);Treasurer
(1981-83); Secretary (1979-80).
SLA Division Activities: Business & Finance Division: Nominating Committee (1995-96): Director (1 992-94). Information Technology Division: Chair-electKhair, Networking Section(1994-96);
Secretary (1985-86); Chair, Hospitality Committee (1984-85).
Social Science Division: Bulletin Editor (1979-82).
SLA Association-level Activities: Seattle Annual Conference
Planning Committee (1995- ); Chair, Standards Committee (199192); Representative to Library of Congress Network Advisory
Committee (1989-90); Chair, Networking Committee (1988-90).
Other Professional Activities/Memberships: American Library
Association, member of LITA(1992-) and ACRL (1988- ); Florida
Library Association: Ad Hoc Task Committee for Electronic
Access (1995-), Chair, Library Research Caucus (1993-94),Chair,
Special Libraries Caucus ( 1 986-88); Dade County Library Association (1984- ).
AwardsMonors: SLA Meckler Award for Innovations in Technology (1995); SLA H. W. Wilson Award (1993); University of
Miami General Research Support Award for "A Study of Resource
Sharing by Business and Sci-Tech Corporate Libraries" (1990).
Publications: (selected): over 25 articles, monographs, book chapters, research reports, and book reviews. Most recent works include: The Internet and Special Librarians: Use, Training and the
Future (with Hope Tillman), Washington, DC: SLA (1993); "Mutual Funds on the Internet," Business & Finance Division Bulletin
(Fall 1995); "lnformation Technology Networking Section," (with
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Hope Tillman), in Internet Tools of the Profession, Washington,
DC: S L A (1995);"Business and the Environment" and "Business,
Society and Ethics" [Internetfiles],in Business Sources on the Net,
available from ftp://zeus.kent.edu/library/;"Special Librarians and
the NREN" (with Hope Tillman), in The Role of Libraries in the
Internet/NREN: Perspectives, Issues, and Challenges, Westport,
CT: Meckler (1994); "Special Librarians and the Internet: A
Descriptive Study," (with Hope Tillman), in Emerging Cominunities: Integrating Networked Information into Library Services:
Papers presented at the 1993 Clinic on Library Applications of
Data Processing, April 4-6, 1993, Urbana-Champaign, IL: Graduate School o f Library and Information Science, University o f
Illinois (1994); "Using the Internet for Reference" (with Hope
Tillman), Online, (17)1,45-5 1 ( 1 993);"Resource Sharing by SciTech and Business Libraries: Formal Networking Practices," Special Libraries (83j2 ( 1 992),96- 1 12;and "Special Libraries and the
Internet" (with Hope Tillman), Special Libraries, (83)2, 127- 13 I
( 1992).

Other Professional Activities: (selected):member, Institutional
EffectivenessCommittee for Southern Association o f Colleges and
Schools ( S A C S )Self Study, University o f Miami (1995- ); Special
libraries representative, Florida Network Planning Task Force
(1993-94). Recent presentations and lectures: Southern Chapter,
Medical Library Association, Annual Conference CE Courses:
"Internet Basics" and "Beyond the Basics" (1995); South East
Florida Library and Information Network (SEFLIN)Internet Training Workshops: "Internet Basics," "Beyond the Basics," "Internet
Business Resources and Trends," and "Popular Culture and Information for Kidsn(1995);University o f Delaware Conference for
Small Business: "Getting Connected to the Internet" ( 1 995); S L A
Toronto Chapter: "Internet War Stories: The Internet and Special
Librarians" (1994);Meckler Information Canada '94 and Meckler
Computers in Libraries Conference: "Overview o f the Internet"
(1994); S L A 1994 Annual Conference CE Course (with Hope
Tillman):"Browsing the Virtual Shelves: Introduction to the Internet
for Special Librarians" (1994); A L A 1994 Annual Conference,
RASDIBRASS program: "New Engines for America: Uncovering
Growth Industry Information for the New Investment Machines"
( 1 994);Como Infomarse Sobre el Mercado Norteamericano, International Trade and Exports Seminar, Miami: "Electronic Sources
o f Information on Companies and Markets" (1994);S L A Florida
Chapter: "Government Information Available through the Internet"
(1993);S L A 1993 Annual Conference:"Business Research on the
Internet: Resources, Techniques and Training" and "Special Librarians Using the Internet" ( 1993).
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IFLA 1995: Libraries of the Future
by Dorothy McGarry

T

he 61st IFLA Council and General
Conference met in Istanbul, Turkey, August 18-25,1995, with the theme "Libraries of
the Future." Of the 2390 attendees from 104
countries, 1765 were from outside Turkey,
with about 200 from the United States. Presentations of 52 open sessions, 16 workshops, 16
poster sessions, and over 200 papers made for
an interesting and exciting gathering for librarians. More than 50 exhibition stands provided information on products and services in
an international context.
The conference sessions took place primarily at the SwissBtel and the Parksa Hilton
Hotel, with opening and closing sessions as
well as some cultural activities at the Atatiirk
Cultural Centre. Many of the sessions provided attendees with simultaneous translation
into the five IFLA languages and Turkish. The
Turkish organizers are to be commended for
the conference arrangements, as are the many
helpful volunteers who were available to assist
the delegates. Although some delegates had
initial difficulty with room reservations and
some difficulties arose in paper-handling,
overall, the conference was a success.
This was an election year for the IFLA
President and Executive Board members, for
chairs and secretaries of Section Standing Committees and Division Coordinating Boards,
and for chair of the Professional Board.
Robert Wedgeworth (University of Illinois
at Urbana-Champaign) was reelected as IFLA
President without opposition. The terms of
IFLA officers include an initial term of four
years with an additional two-year term upon
reelection. Wedgeworth's second term will be
from 1995-97. Warren Horton (Australia),
Robert Stueart (USA, currently in Thailand),
and Marta Terry (Cuba) were reelected for
final terms of two years on the Executive
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Board; Christine Deschamps (France) and
Borge Sorensen (Denmark) were elected for
initial four-year terms.
Each section and round table elects officers
who sit on theirdivisions' Coordinating Boards.
Each Coordinating Board (CB) elects officers,
with the chair of the CB sitting on the Professional Board (PB). The PB, responsible for
overseeing the professional activities of IFLA,
elects a chair from people who are finishing
their service on the PB. This year Sally
McCallum (Library of Congress) was elected
chair of the PB. Among SLA members elected
as officers of standing committees are: David
McQuillan, chair of the Section of Geography
and Map Libraries and Ed Valauskas, chair of
the Section of Government Libraries.
Valauskas was also elected chair of the Division of Special Libraries Coordinating Board,
and therefore serves on the PB. Julianne Beall
was elected secretary of the Section on Classification and Indexing, and Patricia Yocum
was elected secretary of the Section of Science
and Technology Libraries. David Bender was
reelected chair of the Round Table for the
Management of Library Associations.
Odd-numbered calendar years are also Council years. This year several issues were presented to the Council for a vote. At the first
Council meeting, a motion to increase IFLA
dues for institutions from NLG 600 to NLG 750
was approved by a narrow margin of four votes,
with 84 abstentions. There was much discussion, with concern being expressed over the size
of the increase and its impact on third-world
countries. Alternate suggestions for assessing
dues were suggested. The increase in dues will
begin in 1996; the Executive Board will take
into consideration the discussion from the floor
to see if any alternate suggestions might warrant
future consideration.
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At the second Council meeting, three resolutions were presented:
The first was a resolution on the importance o f freedom o f expression and free
access to information. This affirmed
IFLA's commitment to Article 19 o f the
Universal Declaration o f Human Rights
as stated by the 55th General Conference
in 1989. Concern was expressed about
increasing infringements on free expression and the free flow o f information in
many parts o f the world and about the
mounting cases o f abuse and even killing
that are recorded. The resolution called
for all governments to ensure the rights o f
freedom o f expression and the free flow o f
information for their citizens and to protect them from violence, intimidation, and
threat o f punishment in pursuit o f these
rights. The resolution was proposed by a
number o f Scandinavian associations,and
seconded by the Library Association, UK.
Two delegates from U.S. institutions
moved an amendment which made specificreferencetoTurkey. The amendment
was voted down, and the original resolution passed. Many o f the delegates thought
that Turkey should not be singled out, and
that the amendment should not be passed
in the host country o f the conference.
Also, President Wedgeworth had recently
established an ad hoc IFLA Council Committee on Access to Information and
Freedom o f Expression, which will gather
membership opinion, review expert advice, and advise IFLA as to how it should
implement its commitment to access to
information and freedom o f expression.
The ad hoc committee will be expected to
complete its work in time to report to the
Council in 1997 in Copenhagen.
A second resolution, introduced by some
representativesfrom former Soviet Union
countries, dealt with destruction o f the
National Library o f Chechnya, with an
appeal to the international library community to help rebuild the national library,
and an appeal to IFLA to consider a campaign for aid to the National Library o f
Chechnya. The resolution passed.

A third resolution was to support an "International Informationand Libraries Day"
to be celebrated worldwide annually. The
resolution, which will authorize the Executive Board to have discussions about
this with Unesco, passed.
As is customary, progress reports on the five
IFLA Core Programmes were provided at an
Open Forum. The five programmes are Advancement o f Librarianship in the Third World
(ALP),Preservation and Conservation (PAC),
Universal Availability o f Publications (UAP),
Universal Bibliographic Control and International MARC (UBCIM), and Universal
Dataflow and Telecommunications (UDT).
IFLA has appointed an ad hoc Working Group
to look into the possibility o f creating an additional Core Programme dealing with literacy.
Receptions and cultural activities, as always, are very popular with the delegates.
These events in Istanbul were excellent, including several receptions, such as those at the
Atatiirk Cultural Centre and the Ciragan Palace, the entertainment with Turkish folk dances
and folk music, and a Turkish classical music
concert. Group visits to many typesof libraries
were available,and IFLA attendees could also
make arrangements for some individual visits.
The officialIFLA pre-session seminar,"Influencing the Decision Makers," was held in Ankara, Turkey, August 14- 18,1995.The plan was
to assemble a number o f "rising star" librarians
from developing countries,give them an intense
week-long workshop,and provide the librarians
with information enabling them to argue that
libraries are important and that investment in
libraries has a positive leveraging effect upon
development. Forty people from 30 countries
participated. The participants prepared individual
action plans as well as sets o f recommendations.
Among the recommendationsfor IFLA was that
it develop a program to package the workshop
and offerit on a regional or national basis, and
that IFLA publish a book o f case studies in order
to present concrete examples.
A new Section on Reading was formed from
the former Round Table on Research in Reading and the Round Table o f Children's Literature Documentation Centres. A new Internet
Discussion Group was also formed.

SLA Executive Director David Bender and
several SLA representatives to IFLA Standing
Committees provided reports of the conference
which are included below. Some of the people
will present fuller reports in some SLA unit
publications. Copies of many of the papers
delivered at the open sessions of the sections
and round tables and as contributed papers are
available. Please contact the author by e-mail at
Internet: ecz5ctt@mvs.oac.ucla.edu, or at the
UCLA Science & Engineering Library, 8251
Boelter Hall, Los Angeles, CA 90095-1598;
(310)825- 3438; fax (310)206-3908 for copies
of some of the papers or for further information.

David Bender reported:
The 6 1st IFLA Council and General Conference started off with a series of
pre-conference meetings involving the
officers of the Round Table for the Management of Library Associations. A new
secretary was elected during our Istanbul
Executive Committee Meeting with the
current secretary/treasurer staying on as
treasurer. I will continue as chair. Our
mission was to help prepare the secretary
for her role after the election by helping to
clarify the duties. This was also an excellent opportunity for me to review IFLA's
intriguing organization, structure, and
procedures. In addition to these discussions, the round table held one Executive
Committee Meeting and one 2% hour
open program session. The highlights of
the Executive Committee Meeting focused
on the Model Library Association Management Project, the Beijing Open
Program Session, the workshops which
have been held on the development of
library associations and the guidelines
which were produced by the Round Table
and released by UNESCO, and the preparation of a directory containing profiles of
the various associations represented by
the round table.
A number of administrative details were
handled throughout the week. My visit to
the U.S. Consulate to submit the list of
SLA members attending the Istanbul Conference should be an easy process, but
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A view of the Bosphorus from the SwissBtel
each year it becomes more complicated.
The difficulty is finding the right unit to
whom the list means something. This year
it was the Citizenship Unit which was
responsible for holding on to the list. This
was the first time the list ended up within
this unit. IFLA's President and Secretary
General held an open forum for Association Executive DirectorsPresidents to gain
information on how IFLA could be of
further service to this segment of IFLA's
membership. I was able to provide highlights of the round table's activities and to
offer encouragement to all associations to
become involved in the work of the round
table. My duties as chair of the round table
also places me on the Coordinating Board
of the Division of Management andTechnology. The coordinating board holds two
meetings, one prior to the opening of the
conference and the other at the conclusion
of the meeting. The purpose of these meetings is to coordinate the activities of the
division and to provide a network which
enables information from IFLA headquarters to filter down into the workings of the
units of the organization.
A major activity which runs throughout
the conference is the numerous opportunities to extend your own network with
individuals from around the world. There
were many occasions to talk with association executives about the development of
libraries within their own countries, such
as Turkey, Botswana, Trinidad, Russia,
Hungary, Brazil, Sweden, and China. I
was able to extend my conversation with
Brit Marie Haggstrom of the DIK (a Swed-

ish Trade Union and Professional Association) which began in Havana last year
and continued in Stockholm last March.
There are many interesting issues to explore when a professional association is
also involved in salary, working conditions, and benefits negotiations. I am
certainly delighted that the U.S. doesn't
follow the Swedish model, for it appears
to be a most difficult situation in which to
be. One of the favorite happenings at
IFLA is the opportunity to "futurescope"
and share ideas about future happenings
within the information field as well as
how one can prepare for such global events.
The seven U.S. Association Members of
lFLA organized the U.S. Caucus which
attempted to provide a basic orientation to
the conference and assistance with voting
procedures. Following the caucus was a
reception which enabled the U.S. delegation to informally exchangeideas,cornments,
and opinions about the issues raised during
the caucus or to gain additional information regarding recommendations, and the
like which might come before the council
for voting.
The week passed quickly, for like any
conference, there are always three or four
things to do at once. The exhibits provided an opportunity to view a number of
products. There were many committee
meetings to attend, such as the Advisory
Board session to discuss changes which
are being planned for the journal now that
Nancy John has taken over as one of the
editors. In addition, there are the division,
section, and round table meetings which
were of interest, and the plenary sessions,
along with the opening and closing programs. The host country also provided
many chances to sample the wonders of
their homeland-its
food, culture, and
attractions. The United States has extended
an invitation to IFLA to host the conference in 2001. This invitation led to a
number of discussions and activities with
various delegates and officials. It is our
hope that the invitation will be accepted
because the last IFLA meeting held in the

United States was in 1985 in Chicago. In
addition, I had the opportunity to discuss
various issues with IFLA Secretary General Leo Voogt and FID's Executive
Director Ben Goedegebuure. Both have
been involved in assisting SLA with the
1995 State-of-the-Art Institute planning
as well as offering suggestions and comments for SLA's Second International
Conference on Special Librarianship in
the year 2000.

Jean Shaw Adelman reported on the
Section of Art Libraries:
The section held an all day workshop,
"Libraries of the Future: the Impact of
Modem Technology such as Imaging on
Art Librarianship," and a half-day open
session on Islamic art library collections,
as well as two standing committee meetings in Istanbul.
The open session was especially memorable. It began with a presentation by
Professor Nurhan Atasoy, an art historian
at Istanbul University who outlined the
history of manuscript collections and the
libraries containing them in Turkey. She
showed beautiful slides of treasures of
Turkish book arts, miniatures, calligraphy, and bindings to illustrate her points.
She also described the development of
mosque and other libraries and later the
consolidations of collections post-Ataturk.
After this introduction to some of the preserved Turkish art and library tradition, the
second presentation addressed the deliberate destruction of Islamic cultural heritage,
and some efforts now under way to reclaim
some of this cultural heritage in BosniaHerzegovina. Andras Riedlmayer of
Harvard's Fogg Museum library documented the destruction over the past three
years of 1200 mosques, 150 churches, 4
synagogues, and more than 1000 other
monuments and institutions including libraries, archives, and manuscript
collections. He showed slides of monuments and stressed that the losses include
not only works of art but also crucial documentation that might aid in their
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reconstruction. Hundreds of thousands of
Ottoman era documents alone have been
lost from libraries including the National
and University Library and the library of
the Oriental Institute in Sarajevo. A number of efforts have begun worldwide in
response to this terrible destruction. Agencies are collecting money and materials
and an interactive home page has been
established on the World Wide Web forthe
Bosnian Manuscript Project-an effort to
locate microfilm copies of materials, now
probably destroyed, in order to reconstitute something of a record and the content
of significant manuscripts. (For further information contact Andras Riedlmayer at:
riedlmay @ fas.harvard.edu and see WWW
site at http://www.acs.supernet.net/manu/
ingathering.htm). The visual and verbal
images of destruction, even followed by
enumeration of activities to help in rebuilding collections and monuments, was
overwhelming. When the presentation
ended, the director of the National and
University Library of BosniaHerzegovina,
Enes Kujundiz, was introduced from the
audience. He described the present situation of his library which is still functioning
as the university continues to teach its
4,500 students. Not a single new book or
journal issue has come into the library from
outside Bosnia in three years. The staff of
the library, at great personal risk and with
the loss of one life, rescued some ten percent of the library materials while the library
was shelled and burned for three days. The
remaining 42 staff members (from a prewar staff of 108) are in the process of
cataloging the salvaged materials, attempting to do what conservation work they can.
They are planning for the reconstruction of
the library and acquiring as many local
publications as possible in addition to serving the university faculty andstudents under
terribly difficult and demoralizing conditions. The numbed and overwhelmed
audience was brought back to a more familiar focus with the third paper, by Dierdre
E. Lawrence of the Brooklyn Museum
Library, on The Formation of an Islamic
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Art Library Collection in an American
Museum. The growth throughout this century of a library collection with more than
5,000 items supporting research on the
Islamic materials in the museum was described in the context of America's interest
in "Oriental" things from early in this century, the development of the collection of
objects in the museum, and the associated
bequests of collections of books and funds
for books. Individual special items in the
library collections were illustrated, and the
concern of the Brooklyn Museum to make
research materials accessible to a wider
user group outside the museum by virtue of
making bibliographic records available
through RLIN was noted. The future was
addressed as plans for the museum's 1997
exhibit on 200 years of Persian art were
described as well as plans for an accompanying exhibit of related documents and a
selected bibliography.
The workshop focusing on applications
of imaging technology in art libraries was
held at the Sadberk Hanim Museum,
Buyukdere, Istanbul. The museum,
founded in 1980, is on the Bosphorus in a
lovely 19thcentury yali, atraditional Turkish seaside house. It is an ethnographic1
house museum which recently acquired
an additional collection of archaeological
materials (6th millennium B.C. to Byzantine). The museum has a conservation lab
and a library of some 6,000 volumes on
arts, archaeology, architecture, and local
history. In this setting the workshop participants were received most graciously,
provided withacomfortable meeting room
with AV equipment, and treated to lunch
in a lovely garden. The papers and demonstrations addressed imaging technology
applications in individual institutions,
shared undertakings nationally in Australia and the United States, and a larger
picture in the context of the G-7 nations
planning for a "virtual" museum of the
world's cultural heritage. Maggy Wihaupt
and Marco de Niet (Royal Dutch Library,
the Hague) described the prototype of an
advanced information work station for art

research in their library. Hiroyuki Hatano
(National Museum of Western Art, Tokyo) described image processing and the
database system which provides for an
integrated system for art research at the
muscum. Angela Giral (Avery Architecture Library, Columbia University) and
Janette Dixon (Museum of Fine Arts,
Houston) described an experimental undertaking to share 6000 museum and
other art images over computer networks.
This is a two-year project involving six
museums and six universities in the
United States. The project raises questions of rights, copyright, cataloging, and
the nature of partnerships and ownership. Each institution is contributing 1000
slides which will all be returned to the
contributing institutions at the end of the
two-year experiment. John Kirby
(Sheffield Hallam University, England)
detailed the decisions and process behind creating an "electronic art book" as
part of a project documenting and presenting the workof alocal artist. Michael
Rinehart of the Getty Art History Information Project, Clark Art Institute,
Williamstown, MA, provided an update
on the Getty project and their collaboration with the Bibliography of the History
of Art of John Thomson (Australian National Gallery, Canberra). Joye Volker
talked about the use of new visual resources technologies to network
Australian visual arts-images ranging
from Aboriginal art to plans of Classical
archaeological sites. John Murdoch described an art gallery image database
project under way at Aberdeen, Scotland
and shared what has been learned from
the undertaking. Finally, Havelin Anand
(policy analyst, Heritage Policy and Research, Department of Canadian
Heritage) reported on planning for the
development of electronic libraries, especially in relation to efforts to bring
together archives, museums, and
libraries. She spoke of issues raised at
the recent G-7 meeting in Canada relating to democratization of information

and universal, affordable access to information, open access to networks,
identifying obstacles for exchange, the
notion of virtual museums, and the idea
of multimedia access to the world's cultural heritage. Thus the workshop ranged
from the very local and particular applications of imaging technology toutopian,
programmatic thinking.
Standing committee sessions were devoted to discussing ongoing projects: the
Art Libraries Glossary, the International
Directory of Art Libraries, the publication of the proceedings of the Barcelona
workshop, the 1CtVCL.A International
Guide to Literature and Art Archives in
Museums, and the survey concerning inhouse training for art librarians.

Sharon Gause reported on the Section on
Library Buildings and Equipment:
The standing committee met twice during
the conference to elect a new chair and
secretary. The two new officers are from
France which will make it easy for them to
communicate with each other. Program
ideas were discussed for China and it was
decided that for our session we would
.have all three speakers from China. This
is not the norm, but because we know so
little about Chinese libraries we felt it
would be a good opportunity to learn
more. We also planned for a workshop
during the conference on how architects
are selected in various countries. There
was considerable interest in having a
listserv or at least e-mail communication
with other members of the committee and
section. Since building design and construction affect the preservation of
collections, we are communicating with
that section to see if they would be interested in participating in a joint workshop
or session. For the first time in the three
conferences that I have attended, I felt that
we were making progress as a committee.
At the second committee meeting, I was
elected the newsletter editor, with the first
issue set to come out in FebruaryIMarch
1996.

Dorothy McGarry reported on the
Section on Classification and Indexing:
Topics at the open program included:
"Translation and Expansion of Classification Systems in the Arab Countries
and Iran," by Poori Soltani (National
Library of Iran, Tehran); "Principles
Underlying Subject Heading Languages:
An International Approach," by Maria
InCs Lopes (Instituto da Biblioteca
Nacional e do Livro, Lisbon, Portugal);
and "Subject Indexing Practices in Turkey," by Giilbiin Baydur (Hacettepe
University, Ankara).
The Working Group on Principles Underlying Subject Heading Languages
discussed a draft document which had
been expanded since the last conference
with examples from a number of different
countries. This draft will be revised, with
a worldwide review which may begin in
March. An open discussion session on the
principles is planned for Beijing. To
complement these efforts and prepare for
a state-of-the-art survey of subject heading systems, letters were sent to the
directors of over 100 national libraries
asking them what systemthey use, whether
they have manuals on the subject heading
systems, and whether the manuals are
available to the standing committee (SC).
The standing committee's Work Plan and
potential future projects were discussed.
Tentative plans were made for the program sessions in Beijing and Copenhagen.
The SC and Forest Press will cosponsor a
workshop on the new edition of the Dewey
Decimal Classification in Beijing. The
SC is also looking into cosponsoring a
workshop on subject headings in a multiscript, multi-language environment with
the Section on Library Services to
Multicultural Populations. The SC will
also participate in an international conference on national bibliographic services to
be held in Copenhagen in November 1977.
Donna Duncan (McGill University,
Montreal) was reelected chair, and
Julianne Beall (Library of Congress) was
elected secretary.
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Una M. Gourlay reported on the Section
on Document Delivery and Interlending:
The sectioncontinues to work very closely
with the IFLA Universal Availability of
Publications (UAP) Core Programme.
Prime topics of discussion were the
voucher scheme, publication of FAX
guidelines, the Danish and Norwegian
project in African countries, and the proposedjoint unioncatalog project with two
other standing committees. The section
contributed a paper to the joint program of
all sections in the Division of Collections
and Services, and the committee conducted a workshop about user involvement
in interlibrary borrowing.
UAP program activities include a voucher
scheme. A two-year pilot project for the
voucher scheme was begun in January
1995 to simplify payment for international interlending. By August, 23 libraries
had purchased 1500 vouchers and there
was a growing number of libraries which
had agreed to take the vouchers. The
vouchers are available from the UAP offices at Boston Spa, England. Funding for
this project has come from the British
Library and the national libraries of 21
countries. To date, there is little information on how the vouchers are being used.
The UAP is seeking funding from various
agencies worldwide to purchase coupons
for libraries in developing countries.
The IFLA FAX Guidelines for document
supply have been published after consultation with theIFLA Section on Document
Delivery and Interlending. The guidelines
list elements which should be included
either on a form or in free text. They also
include three sample layouts. Work on
Electronic Mail Guidelines continues.
The MURIEL project, the Multimedia
Education System for Librarians Introducing Remote Interactive Processing of
Electronic Documents, was begun in January 1995 to create, demonstrate, and
evaluate a multimedia interactive training
system for librarians and information specialists. MURIEL will be a remote
self-learning system. The first course topic

to be developed in this series will be CDROMs. One goal of the project is to
harmonize European library education
curricula.
The UAP will work with UNESCO to
create a database of libraries to encourage
library twinning, especially for public libraries.
New UAP publications: A final report has
been publishedfor the Copyright in Transmitted Electronic Documents (CITED)
Project. Guidelines to Centres of Internutional Lending, 5th edition, is now
available, and a similar guide to international document suppliers is being
prepared. A booklet, National Libraries
of the World, is available in print and
electronic form.
Activities of the standing committee:
During the last year, some committee
members worked on the voucher scheme
and FAX guidelines projects described
above, others gave translation assistance
to UAP and IFLA.
The goal of the Interlending and Document Delivery in Developing Countries
project is to find methods of establishing
document delivery systems internationally between industrialized and developing
countries. This will involve establishing
electronic network links, using Internet
with a regional and global approach, improving competence of library personnel
in handling these systems, and supporting
negotiations with main European documentation centers and libraries in order to
attain favorable bulk treaties for developing countries. There will be separate
project organizations in Norway and Denmark, each receiving funding from their
governments and acting as liaisons with
the Document Delivery and Interlending
Committee and other IFLA groups. The
first phase of the project will be carried
out in English-speaking countries in Africa. They are initially planning to install
Internet connections in three libraries by
the end 1995.
The Optimization of Union Catalogs
project will assist interlibrary coopera-

tion between libraries in countries or regions by identifying union catalogs
throughout the world. Two members of
the committee will work with representatives of the standing committees of the
Sections on Bibliography and Serial Publications and the UAP Office on the first
phase of this project, which is to develop
a worldwide survey on union catalogs.
At the Istanbul Conference, the committee participated in an open forum for our
division, "Providing Access to Collections and Services in a Time of Change."
Una Gourlay and Pentti Vattulainen represented the section with a paper titled
"The Changing Role of Document Delivery and Interlending in Libraries."
The committee conducted a workshop
with the theme "The Role and Involvement of the Library User in Document
Delivery and Interlending." James Neal,
Mary Jackson, Agneta Lindh, Graham
Cornish, and Mounir Khalil were the presenters. There was lively discussion.
Next year's programs in Beijing will deal
with copyright and the economics of document delivery and interlending.

David McQuillan reported on the Section
of Geography and Map Libraries:
In addition to David McQuillan's election
as chair, Olivier Louseaux (Bibliotheque
Nationale de France) was elected secretary, Tony Campbell (British Library) as
treasurer, and Goran Baarnhielm (The
Royal Library, Stockholm) as newsletter
editor.
A paper session was held on Tuesday, August 22, with three papers given: "The
Digitisation of Cartographic Materials in
Libraries: Technical and Juridical Problems
to Which User? The Experience of the
BibliothequeNationalede France" by PierreYves Duchemin (Bibliotheque Nationale
de France), "Digital Cartography in Sweden, A Survey and Some Examples" by
Goran Baarnhielm (The Royal Library,
Stockholm), and " A General View on the
Libraries Containing Maps in Turkey," by
Ozgul Surmeli (Ankara, Turkey).
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Library tours were arranged on Wednesday, August 23 to the Suleymaniye
Library, Beyazid State Library, and the
Topkapi Palace Museum Library, where a
viewing of the "Piri Reis" map ( 1513) was
arranged. On Thursday, August 24, a visit
was made to the Turkish Navy Museum to
view historic maps and charts and to tour
the boat and ship collection.
Plans are now underway for the next conference in Beijing, China.

Monica Ertel reported on the Section on
Information Technology:
Istanbul-a beautiful, historical, and mysterious city, half in Europe and half in
Asia, divided by the spectacular Bosphorus
waterway-undoubtedly one of the most
spectacular cities IFLA has visited in my
tenure as a member of the Standing Committee of the Section on Information
Technology. While there was much to
draw one away from the conference and
into the nooks and crannies of this fascinating city, there were a great deal of
interesting sessions and meetings going
on within the conference itself. However,
as the SLA representative to the Information Technology Standing Committee, I
will limit my report to the events of this
particular group.
The Information Technology Standing
Committee met twice during the conference. One of the critical agenda items was
the nomination and election of a new chair
and secretary. Sally McCallum (Library
of Congress, USA), the past chair, and
Christian Lupovici (INIST, France), the
past secretaryftreasurer, are tough acts to
follow. However, Leigh Swain from the
National Library of Canada and Alex
Klugkist from the Netherlands have accepted the challenge to lead this committee
as chair and secretaryltreasurer respectively. The majority of the two meetings
was spent indiscussions regarding projects
either under way or yet to be accomplished. I am including very brief reports
on several of the projects:
Multiscript Bibliographic Systems: this
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project was a result of a satellite meeting
held on this topic in Madrid in 1993. A list
of vendors who provide multiscript bibliographic systems has been compiled and
is available via the IFLA home page on
the World Wide Web at http:ll
www.nlcbnc.ca/ifla/pubs/sectionslsit/
sitpl .htm.
Graphical User Interface Project: this
project was undertaken to conduct a feasibility study to develop standards for
Graphical User Interfaces (GUI). The first
phase of this project was approved and
involves working on a full draft standard
to be presented at next year's IFLA conference. This standard proposes that there
be a standard set of graphical icons for use
in library systems.
Internet Discussion Group: an Internet
discussion group was formed during this
conference. It is being led by Nancy John
(University of Illinois, Chicago, USA)
and Ed Valauskas (Internet Mechanics,
USA). The charter of this group is to share
experiences with the Internet and discuss
how they will work to promote its use in
libraries worldwide. While this discussion group was not formed out of the
Information Technology (IT) Section,
members of the group came to the IT
Standing Committee to discuss how we
could work jointly on an Internet Starter
Kit for IFLA members. Initially called
"WOW" or "Wire Our World," this project
involves putting together an instructional
package on the use of the Internet which
will be distributed by IFLA. The IT Standing Committee agreed to work with the
discussion group to help get this information out to IFLA members.
The Information Technology Standing
Committee held a joint session with the
Serial Publications Standing Committee
titled "Electronic Publishing: Technology and Use." The following topics were
presented: 1 ) "Standards and Electronic
Publishing" by Catherine Lupovici
(JOUVE Systemes d'lnformation, Paris,
France); 2) "Towards Electronic Journal
Articles: the Publishers' Technical Point

o f View:Implementation o f Elsevier Science Electronic Subscriptions (EES) at
the University o f Tilburg: a Case Study"
by Christian C.P. Kluiters (Elsevier Science Publishers B V , Amsterdam,
Netherlands); 3 ) "Ways o f Using Electronic Documents in an Academic
Environment" by Melvin Collier (De
Montfort University, Leicester, UK);4 )
"The Use o f Electronic Documents in
Libraries" by Michael Malinconico and
Jane Warth (University o f Alabama,
Tuscaloosa, Alabama, USA).
Finally, a half day workshop on the
Internet was held on the last day o f the
conference.Titled "The Internet and the
WWW," this session drew over 100 attendees. Gary Cleveland, Leigh Swain
(both from the National Library o f
Canada), and Steve Cisler (Apple Computer, Inc., U S A )gave an overview o f the
Internet and the World Wide Web, a
tutorial on using Gopher and W W W navigation software,and practical information
on constructing a W e b site.
Plans are under way for more sessions on
connectivity, networking, and the Internet
for next year's conference in Beijing,
China.
For more information about IFLA and
the various sections, check out the IFLA
home page on the World Wide W e b at
http://www.nlc-bnc,ca/ifld.

Nancy Anderson reported on the Section
of Science and Technology Libraries:
The Science and Technology Libraries
Section has 102 registered members (up
two from 1993/94)including 17 association members, 79 institution members,
and six personal members.
SLA member PatriciaYocum was elected
secretary o fthe standing committee (SC).
Nancy Anderson retired from the SC
after two four-year terms and was elected
a special advisor.
This year the open session program was
once again not scheduled for simultaneous interpretation. However, this did
not affectattendance as the room quickly

filled. Sixty to seventy people attended
with many more turned away. Our program was one o f several focusing on the
issues o felectronic publishing. SLA member Patricia Yocum, who planned our
program, will also be editing the spring
1996 issue o f the IFLA Journal, which
will contain papers on electronicjournals
from the IFLA conference. Not only did
the section alert members to this and related programs, our program also
benefitted from publicity generated by
the Section on Information Technology.
The theme chosen for the open session was
"Archiving the Electronic Journal." It was
cosponsored with the Section o f Biological and Medical Sciences Libraries,
although the Section o f Science and Technology Libraries made most o f the
arrangements. Science-Technology member Patricia Yocum chaired the session
which featured a new format o f five speakers and two reactors. The reactors were
J.-P. Accart (Centre de Documentation,
CentreHospitalier,Argenteuil, France)and
Yasar Tonta (associateprofessor, Dept. o f
Library Science, Hacettepe University,
Ankara, Turkey). Because Delores M .
Hoelle was unable to attend the conference, Martin Kesselman (Rutgers
University Libraries) read her paper. Other
presentations included "Archiving ElectronicJournals from the Serial Information
Provider's Perspective" by W i mLuijendijk
(vice president and general manager,
EBSCO Subscription Services-Europe,
Aalsmeer, the Netherlands); "Le Document Electronique et ses Consequences
sur les Professionnels de la Chaine de
1'Information" by Christian Lupovici (associate director, Institut de l'lnformation
Scientifique et Technique, Vandoeuvreles-Nancy, France);"Handling Electronic
Documentation: The Librarian's Changing Role" by Dolores M. Hoelle (library
systems analystladministrator, Princeton
UniversityLibraries,Princeton, NJ, USA);
"Towards a Worldwide Library" by Bela
Hatvany (president,Silverplatter Information Ltd., Chiswick, London, U K ) ;

"Electronic Journal Access at Tilburg University: ACoordinated Effort of the Library,
the Computer Centre, and the Publisher"
by ChristiaanC.P. Kluiters (Academic Publishing Division, Elsevier Science
Publishers, Amsterdam, The Netherlands).
The section cosponsored a workshop with
the Round Table on User Education on
"Electronic Journals: Access, Use and
Implications for Training," moderated by
Martin Kesselman. Speakers included
Tom Nisonger (Indiana University) on
"Electronic Journal Collection Analy sis,"
Jan Olsen (Cornell University; her synopsis was read by Martin Kesselman) on
"Scholars and E-Journals," Tuija Sonkkila
(Helsinki University of Technology) on
"Training Issues," and Suzanne Grefshem
(National Institutes of Health) on "Technical Access Issues." Following these
presentations Arnoud de Kemp (SpringerVerlag), Ted Caris (Cambridge Scientific
Abstracts), and Robert Kimberley (ISI)
offered their views on electronic publishing at a publishers' roundtable.

Jean Porter reported on the Section of
Social Science Libraries:
During the conference the Social Science
Libraries Standing Committee held two
business meetings, offered a program on
research projects related to social science
information on the Internet, and presented
a workshop on the theme "CD-ROM Issues and Developments."
The Social Sciences Standing Committee
has recently completed a project with
several other organizations which resulted
in the publication of the "Bibliography of
Social Science Information and Documentation." Copies were given to
committee members and distributed at the
committee program. It was decided to
update the bibliography via the Internet.
Currently, it is available at various sites,
although the Helsinki School of Econornics World Wide Web and gopher are the
primary sites.
The main topics covered at the business
meetings were as follows: 1) The need to
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recruit new members for the section. The
section is extremely small compared to
most others in IFLA. To that end, Jean
Porter and Pauline Rothstein are preparing a new brochure about the section's
objectives and its recent activities. 2)
Preparations for the Beijing conference
were discussed. Kyllikki Ruokonen, acting chairperson of the section, has made
some preliminary contacts with the Chinese at the Renmin University Library.
The section's workshop is tentatively titled
"Seeking Information for Development
Studies." The suggested theme of the open
session is the "Impact of New Technology on Social Science Libraries." It was
noted that there are ongoing projects in at
least two committee members' institutions on userbehavior studies which would
be pertinent to this session. 3) Now that
the bibliography has been published, a
new medium-term project needs to be
determined by the section. Three members of the section are developing a list of
suggestions. 4) The section plans to establish itself on the Internet under the IFLA
Net program. 5) A joint workshop on
statistical material has been suggested by
the Section of Government Information
and Official Publications for the IFLA
meeting in Copenhagen in 1997. This
offer has been accepted. 6) The new chairperson of the section is Hans-Christoph
Hobohm from Germany. Eva ThomsonRoos of Sweden is the new secretary.

Barbara Perry reported on the Section on
Statistics:
The Section on Statistics convened two
general events during the Istanbul conference. The first of these was the Open
Session which focused on performance
measurements in libraries. Papers presented as the open session reviewed the
performance measures efforts underway
in a number of organizations. These included a presentation of Roswitha Poll's
paper on IFLA's guidelines for performance measurement explaining the work
of the Section of University Libraries and

Other General Research Libraries, a discussion on the status of the work of the
International Standards Organization
Working Group on performance indicators by Pierre Carbone, and a review of the
European Commission's Toolbox Study
which developed a Comprehensive
Toolbox of Performance Indicators by
John Sumsion. Finally, apaper titled "Performance Measurement in Public and
Special Libraries" by Jan Bruusgaard suggested there are more similarities than
differences in the basic sorts of measurements that should be maintained by
libraries of all types.
A second activity of the section was an
innovative "browsing session." Nationallevel statistics from approximately 12
countries were available for review.
Roughly 80 librarians used this opportunity to evaluate the variety of statistics
maintained and published as well as the
format these publications take. From the
United States, representativematerials included those from ALA, ARL, NCLIS,
PLA, and the U.S. Department of Education.
The section also received word that the
DirectoryofStatisticalAgencies, aproject
sponsored by the section and carried out
by the Russian State Library, had been
completed. The directory includes 166
countries and lists 300 agencies. It was
agreed that the final directory would be
sent to respondents and would also be
made available as a database so that it
could be regularly updated. The Russian
State Library will remain the lead institution in this continuing effort.
In addition to the papers mentioned above,
a number of other papers were presented on

topics such as: "Bibliographic Control of
Minority Languages"; The Library of the
Future: Public Libraries and the Internet";
"Canadian Information Highway: Special
Needs Addressed"; Acquisitions in an Electronic Age"; "Providing Access to Rare
Book and Manuscripts Collections and Services in a Time of Change: The Electronic
Revolution"; "Housing Our Collections:
Environment and Storage for Libraries and
Archives"; "Should Libraries Engage in
Marketing?"; "A Conceptual Model for the
Study of Library Development in Third
World Countries"; "Professional Communication Through Journal Articles"; "Access Versus Ownership: H o w Real an
Alternative Is It?" and many more papers.
Several papers were given at contributed
papers sessions, and a guest lecture on
"IFLA: A Force for Free Expression. Defending Free Expression is Everyone's Business," was given by Frances D'Souza
(executive director of ARTICLE 19, The
International Centre Against Censorship).

The 62nd General Conference, "The Challenge of Change: Libraries and Economic
Development," will take place August 23-31,
1996, in Beijing, China. Subthemes include:
"Libraries as Gateways to Information"; "Continuing Education of Librarians in a Changing
Environment"; "Resource Sharing: Local,
National and International Issues"; "Identifying User Needs"; "Taking Information to the
Users"; "Networking and Document Delivery"; "The Library as a Key to Exploiting
Economic Resources"; "Funding of Library
and Information Services: Dilemmas and Solutions"; and "The Role and Image of Libraries in Developing Countries."

Dorothy McGarry is a librarian at the University of California, Los Angeles. She is the 19931997 SLA Delegate to IFLA.

The Politics of Reinventing Special Libraries
by Herbert S. White

Introduction
Baseball fans will recognize that "Tinker to
Evers to Chance" is memorialized as the best
double-play combination of all time. Statistically,
this is clearly untrue, yet the myth persists. Similarly, we embrace the myth that the future role of
special librarians rests in moving beyond the long
held role of information providers and becoming
information relayers, information advisors, and
information consultants, leaving the majority of
the work to the end-user. Such a strategy would
shift our time honored motto of "Putting Knowledge to Work" to somethingmore like "Dumping
Knowledge Onto the Laps and Terminals of Endusers." That premise, like the baseball premise,
needs to be critically examined,because for us, the
stakes are far higher than they are for baseball fans.
This journal has devoted several articlesindeed entire issues-to the arguement that the
future lies in end-user searching, and that we
must adapt our strategies to the inevitability of
this. We need to remember that some of these
articles have been written by database vendors,
and that database vendors, quite correctly, prefer
end-user searching due to the time and money an
end-user will spend on a search. It does not matter
to the vendors if this time and money was wasted
due to poor searching skills. However, such an
approach certainly does not serve us, nor does it
serve our employers. Database vendors should
not be faulted for writing to their own priorities.
Rather, as special librarians, we should learn
from their successes and begin writing more
zealously about our own convictions.

The Financial Impact
of End-User Searching
There is no doubt that end-users can now
conduct the searches we d o for them with-

out us, but does that mean that they want to
or that they should? In general, the answer
to both questions-with
the exception of
looking up specific and simple facts-is no.
As librarians, we know that we can search
databases better and far more cost-effectively than our clients. Why then should
end-users d o what librarians can and should
do, thereby squandering both their time and
the employer's money?
I am keenly aware of the absence of specific
studies proving what we know instinctively to
be true-that librarian searching is far more
cost effective than end-user searching. My
question is, "Why are there no such studies?"
I would think that every special librarian faced
with the danger of end-user searching over
librarian searching-both in corporations and
in academia-would insist that such studies be
done, with those in financial management being the first to agree. Is it that we like end-user
searching because it protects us by hiding our
costs? We should certainly understand by now
that there is no safety in being cheap because
we will never be cheap enough. Our safety lies
in being essential.
Doend-users want to spend theirtime searching for information on terminals? Perhaps a
few, but not many. Information searching is a
means to an end and not an end in itself. The
end-users realize that credit from their managers will not come from what they have learned,
but rather, from how they have utilized it. Most
end-users would prefer intermediaries to do
the information work for them. Where librarians are not available, end-users look for other
alternatives. This may include assigning the
task to secretaries, clerks, or other assistants. It
may involve hiring contractors to do, at a
greater cost, what librarians are either no longer
willing or no longer able to do.
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The "Meatware" Industry
In 1994, the British journal the Economist
reported the emergence of a new industry, with
the suggestion that readers might invest in this
growth sector. The Economistreferred to it as the
"meatware" industry. The title is both accurate
and clever. The suggestion is that users already
know about hardware and software and that they
hire "meatware" to avoid having to use this
hardware and software themselves. In doing this,
people do what they have always done-not
what others tell them they ought to want to d*
but rather what feels most comfortable for them.
However, there is yet another option for the enduser, this one being most dangerous for the
employer. When end-users have neither enough
time nor inclination to do information work and
are unable to find someone else to do it, they can
always pretend they didn't need the information.
This ignorance does not have to be admitted, and
herein lies the danger.
Does management want end-users to do
their own information searching? It might appear so, but this is only because they might not
be informed of costs and options. With the
current fascination fordownsizing, these decisions may be based on the appearance of
economy-librarians have avisible cost, while
costs for end-user searching are somehow not
seen. This concept is at least as inaccurate as
the misconception that there is no cost in
maintaining a card catalog if one files all of the
cards personally.

Too Much Information,
Too Many Diversions
However, there is also evidence that the
initial euphoric assumption of "the most information becomes the best information" has
passed its peak. Tom Peters has written that a
surfeit of information may be the enemy of
intelligence, and keen-eyed humorists such as
Dave Barry, Mike Royko, and Russell Baker
have noted that being buried in information is
not nearly as much fun as we keeping hearing
it's supposed to be.
It is also becoming noticed that terminals
can be used for other purposes, particularly for

playing games. Indeed, hardware and software vendors ranging from Hewlett-Packard
to Microsoft have subtly suggested in their ads
how much fun we, as well as our children,
might have with their products. Do we think
that managers who worry constantly about
subordinates using time efficiently, even to the
extent of being concerned that they might
"waste" time in the library, won't notice this
far greater potential for wasting time behind
closed doors? They will notice, but by that
time, the aboriginal information workers called
librarians may all be gone.

The Trouble with Consulting,
Advising, and Downsizing
It has been suggested that one future role for
special and academic librarians will be to
serve as information consultants and advisors.
This may have been a viable option in the past,
but certainly not now with what we can expect
in the next 10 years. The fascination with
downsizing has swept out everyone who is not
directly involved in maximizing productivity
and profits. This includes multiple layers of
middle-managers who are now accused of
having done very little shy of shuffling papers
and interfering. It includes those who hold job
titles like "facilitator" and "coordinator," because it is now assumed that facilitators don't
facilitate and coordinators don't coordinate. It
also includes "consultants" and "advisors,"
because it is assumed they don't really do
anything either. Organizations may contract
these people for work a day at a time, but they
have no place for them on the permanent
payroll. The emphasis now is on people who
do things, which should make this an ideal
time to be a special librarian. "Putting Knowledge to Work" would appear to be the perfect
slogan for the 1990s.
So why hasn't it worked? One of the reasons
that top executive and financial managers don't
understand what ought to be obvious is that the
people to whom librarians report directly are
often more concerned with survival than effectiveness. If special librarians report to bosses
who are dynamic, innovative, and ambitious,
they are lucky-but such bosses are also rare.
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People with such talents are infrequently given
the responsibility of supervising a library. The
task will more likely be given to people who
have outgrown their usefulness to the organization. These people are given jobs that appear
significant but expose the parent organization
to minimal risk. Office service organizations,
mail rooms, cafeterias, and libraries appear to
be ideal candidates for such supervisors because these people don't interact with customers and sell nothing to outsiders. In my
consulting assignments, I have found that it is
often the managers directly over the library
who block top management from any real
evaluation of accomplishments or potential
alternatives. If their own perceived value system is not effectiveness but safety, that can
most easily be done by making the library
seem inexpensive.

Equal Access to Information
Every few years it seems, an article will
appear in our own professional literature which
notes the "virtues" of charging end-users for
the services our libraries provide. The assumption is that this provides control and
validation for what the library does. In actuality, all that happens when we charge endusers directly is that some of the junior staff
members-the ones who need information
the most-will no longer receive that information because they have no money to spend.
Senior management will never cut anything it
finds convenient, including personal copies
of the Wall Street Journal or the OfJicial
Airline Guide. From my own consulting assignments I also know that special librarians
are fully aware that routing lists, particularly
those with 10 or more names, are a very
inefficient way of communicating information. Those at the bottom of the list know this
as well. However, top management believes
in the value of routing lists because they
always get the information first. Has it occurred to any of us to randomize these lists
so that management will understand what
an incompetent system this happens to be
for the rest of the staff? They will never
know if we shield them from the truth.
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Some Disturbing News
Most disturbing is the news that special
libraries are being suddenly and arbitrarily
closed, without any discussion or consultation
with either librarians or users. These library
closings stem from recommendations made
by consultants who understand that they must
recommend something that will have an immediate impact on cost reduction in order to
validate their own fee. Some consultants simply suggest that organizations no longer need
libraries or librarians, undoubtedly persuaded
by the literature that argues the virtues of enduser searching. The assumption is that endusers can do this work without any impact on
their other assignments-in other words, without any cost. Special librarians know otherwise, but they are not consulted. However,
judging by the articles in our own literature
which praise the "virtues" of end-user searching, maybe special librarians actually do agree
with the consultants on this matter.
However, this issue raises an even more
intriguing question. The consultants who recommended the closure of the most recent and
visible victim, a law firm library in Chicago,
come from an organization which has a significant number of members listed in SLA's
membership directory. Just what sort of message were these librarians sending to the colleagues that recommended closing the library,
and to the senior management that allowed
such recommendations to be made?

Conclusion
For special librarians, the solution to the
dilemma seems clear. Since the organizations
that employ special librarians are committed
to cost-effectiveness and downsizing, presentations must be made to senior management
that stress the need for keeping librarians,
rather than having end-users do the work more
slowly, morecarelessly, and moreexpensively .
Moreover, there are clear indications that most
users would prefer not to do this work, as long
as they can delegate it to someone they trust.
The top management proposal really almost
writes itself. By having the correct number of

qualified librarians, it will be possible to reduce both cost and staffing by eliminating
excess end-users, since the remaining endusers will now be fully productive and not
distracted by having to do the librarians' work.
This strategy may be more easily applied in the
corporate sector than in academia, where there
is a higher level of job security through tenure.
However, one caution needs to be noted. Unless the librarian's immediate boss is exceptionally supportive, the proposal should not be
made to lower management through the normal chain of command. Lower managers will
most likely be more concerned with protective
camouflage than with sharing your proposal.
The proposal should be made directly to top
executive and financial management, because
it is these individuals who will be interested in
the economic solution you are offering. Special librarians know who these top executives
are, but it would certainly help if these people
also know who the librarians are.

In 1988, Peter Drucker made an accurate
prediction of these current events. He foresaw
downsizing, stating it would come in the form
of eliminating staff and support people whose
contributions to the ultimate goals were not
obvious. He also stated that individuals who
did clerical or routine work would be targeted,
because even if these jobs were found to be
necessary, they could be handled by temporary employees or outsourced to contractors.
Drucker noted that the one group of individuals whose jobs seemed most secure were the
knowledge workers, those who position themselves to provide the only possible approach to
the knowledge crucial to the organization's
survival. Is it our strategy to be knowledge
workers? That, I had always thought, was the
thinking behind "Putting Knowledge to Work".
If the strategy has shifted to making others put
knowledge to work, we will need a new motto.
If Drucker is correct, and he usually is, we will
also need new jobs in some other profession.

Editor's note: This is an opinion piece. As with all materials appearing in Special Libraries,
the opinions expressed in this piece do not necessarily reflect the official position of the
Special Libraries Association.

Herbert 5. White, past-president of the Special Libraries Association (1 968/69), now teaches
and writes in Green Valley, AZ.
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Information Revolution: Pathway to the
21st CenturyThe Jpericrl libraries Association
87th Annual Conference
Boston, MA
June 8- 13, 1996

T

his year SLA will hold its 87th Annual
Conference in historic Boston! With a mix
of colonial charm, urban sophistication and
world class facilities, Boston is a dynamic,
exciting, and wonderful destination--especially in June. Mark your calendar now! The
dates are June 8-13,1996.Make sure that your
pathway leads you to BOSTON.

Theme
The theme for SLA's 87th Annual Conference in Boston, "Information Revolution: Pathway to the 21st Century," focuses on Boston's
long relationship with information. From early
broadsides, town criers, and Paul Revere to its
vast academic collections, the high tech corridor along Route 128, and the current academic
and corporate involvement with information,
Boston remains a leader.
Conference attendees will revel in the history of Boston as they explore the annual
conference's program offerings reflecting a
rapidly changing field as special librarians
forge a pathway to the 21 st century.
Conference attendees will share their experiences and discover new ways to manage and
disseminate information more effectively in
this fast-paced environment. All conference
attendees are guaranteed a high quality learning
experience--CE courses, workshops, seminars.
special speaker presentations, state-of-the-art
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exhibits, and much, much more. Come, join us
in Boston in 1996 and take your place in the
front line of the Information Revolution!

Boston
Historic. Sophisticated. World-class. Livable.
Charming. These are just a few of the many
words used to describe the location of the 87th
Annual Conference of SLA- BOSTON!
Boston's popularity as a conference destination goes far beyond its wonderful meeting
facilities. Boston's role in shaping American
history is unique among all other cities in the
United States. People eager to see the places
where the American Revolution was conceived
and begun will not be disappointed. From Paul
Revere's House to the Boston Tea Party Ship
to the Old North Church, history is on every
corner in Boston.
Boston is also the "Hub of New England."
Major highways link Boston to points throughout the Northeast. In addition, Logan International Airport handles over l ,200flights daily,
with 52 carriers serving the airport, including
14 international airlines. Being in close proximity to so much in New England, Boston
offers a wide variety of activities within a
short range.
With a wide array of diverse and interesting
attractions, visitors to Boston are never at a
loss for something to do. Boston's many mu-
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seums, concert halls, theaters and nightclubs
arealways abuzz with activity andexcitement.
From the internationally acclaimed Museum
of Fine Arts and Museum of Science to the
famous Boston Symphony OrchestraandBoston Pops to an abundant local and pre-Broadway theatre scene, Boston's cultural and
entertainment options are bountiful.
Known also as the "Athens of America,"
Boston's renown medical and educational institutions have helped to make it an international center of learning and intellectual
activity. The metropolitan area's 35 hospitals
and more than 60 colleges and universities are
a vast resource.
Finally, Boston is one of the nation's top
sports towns. When the Celtics, Bruins, Patriots, and Red Sox play on home turf, the whole
city buzzes with energy. Natives and visitors
alike can't help but get caught up in all the
enthusiasm.
All in all, attending the 1996 Annual Conference in Boston will be an extraordinary
experience. The meeting facilities are excellent; the services, amenities and transportation
are world-class; the restaurants, attractions
and entertainment options are limitless.
Most importantly, however, this is an opportunity to actively participate with thousands of special librarians and information
professionals in a vibrant, jovial atmosphere.
sharing an experience that will be historical,
strong, powerful, and perennial. See you there.
Don't forget the dates-June 8-13, 1996.

Conference Highlights
Here are the facts and figures for SLA's
1996 Annual Conference, June 8-13, I996 in
Boston, Massachusetts:
General Session Speaker
The General Session speaker for the 87th
Annual Conference will be Allen H. Neuharth.
Neuharth's career highlights include:
Founder of USA Today,
National best-selling author,
Nationally and internationally distributed
columnist.

Former chairman and CEO of Gannett
Company, Inc., and
Current chairman of the Freedom Forum.
Neuharth started his newspaper career as a
reporter on a small newspaper in his native
South Dakota. After rising through the reporting, editing, and management ranks of newspapers in South Dakota, Florida, Michigan,
and New York, he became Gannett president
and chief operating officer in 1970; president
and chief executive in 1973; and chairman,
president, and chief executive in 1979.
While Neuharth was president and later
chairman of Gannett, the company's annual
revenues increased from $200 million to $3.1
billion annually. It had 21 years-85 consecutive quarters-of uninterrupted earnings gains.
As chairman of the Freedom Forum, he
oversees one of the nation's largest private
foundations, with assets of about $700 million. The foundation disperses over $30 million in operating programs and grants annually
in the areas of free press, free speech, and free
spirit.
Neuharth has also been chairman and president of the Newspaper Association of America.
He has received many awards in the profit and
nonprofit sectors, including the Horatio Alger
Award in 1975. He was the first male from the
newspaper industry to win the Headliner,
Women in Communications highest award.
SLA Exhibits
SLA's conference exhibits feature the latest
and most up-to-date resources available on the
market today. More than 450 booths will provide information professionals with the creative strategies they need to develop and
implement the "Information Revolution."
SLA is pleased to announce a special time
during conference week that will be set aside
strictly for viewing exhibits. OnTuesday, June
11, from 10:30 a.m.-12:00 noon, all program
activity will be suspended so that attendees
may devote their time to visiting the exhibit
hall. This is an ideal time to browse through the
booths of world class companies that provide
the tools necessary for our revolution.

Among the products and services to be f e a
tured in this year's exhibit hall are:
Alerting and search services;
CD-ROM;
Government information services;
Indexing and abstracting services;
Information storage and retrieval;
Library automation software;
Library furnishings and supplies;
Optical publishing;
Specialized books, periodicals, and directories;
Subscription agencies;
and much much more.

Preliminary Selection of
Division Conference Sessions:
Expecting the Unexpected; Disaster Planning,
International Company Research,
Bioinformatics and the Mouse Genome,
Moving the Information Center Within
the Organization,
Sustainable Agriculture,
Browsers to Access the World Wide Web,
The Virtual Library in Corporate Legal
Environment,
Downsizing Government Systems,
Internet and Information Brokers: How is
the Internet Changing this Industry?
Tracking Legislation for the Non-specialist,
Covering the '96 Campaigns,
Teaching Research Skills, and
Business on the Internet: Financial Transactions and Security Issues.
Selected CE Courses:
Internet,
Librarians: Internet Information Professionals,
Career Management for Information Professionals,
The Era of Digital News Libraries,
CD-ROM: Local and Wide-Area Networking,
Dealing with Chaos,
Linking Strategic Objectives to the Budget. and
Marketing Planning for Information Centers.
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Preliminary Planning lnformation
Registration Rates:*
Member "Early B i r d
(May 1)
$165.00
Member Full
$2 10.00
$ llO.00
Member One Day
$ 85.00
Retired and Student
Nonmember "Early Bird"
$270.00
(May 1 )
Nonmember Full
$320.00
Nonmember One Day
$155.00
*The above rates are quoted in U.S. dollars.
Special Note: Member rates will apply to
members of the associations listed below:
American Association of Law Libraries (AALL),
American Society for lnformation Science (ASIS),
Art Libraries Society of North America
(ARLIS/N A),
CanadianLibrary Association (CLA),and
Medical Library Association (MLA).

Hotel Accommodations*:
SLA is pleased to announce that we will be
using 10 hotel properties in Boston. They are:
Co-Headquarters Hotels:
Single
Sheraton Boston
Hotel
$162
Boston Marriott
Copley Place
$158
Westin Hotel
Copley Place
$168
Additional Properties:
Boston Back Bay
Hilton
Lenox Hotel
Copley Square Hotel
MidTown Hotel
Boston Park Plaza
Hotel
The Colonnade
The Copley Plaza
*The above hotel p i c e s
dollars.

$142
$121
$109
$103

Double
$177
$173
$188

$162
$141
$125
$1 I3

$105
$125
$175
$160
$159
$179
are quoted in U.S.

Transportation Discounts:
SLA and WorldTravel Partners are pleased
to provide specially negotiated fairs USAir
and American Airlines. For information and
reservations. call:
WorldTravel Partners
8001336-0227
8:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m. EST
Or Contact :
USAir
1-800-334-8644
Gold File No: 27530201
American Airlines
1-800-433-1790
Star File No: S0966AD

Identify yourself as a Special Libraries Association 1996 annual meeting attendee.
For car rentals, call Hertz-the official SLA
car rental agency:

Plan Now!
Your participation at SLA's 1996 Annual
Conference is beneficial to you, your profession, and your organization. Look for the Preliminav Confirence Program in March, 1996.
Nonmembers interested in SLA's Annual
Conference should write to Special Libraries
Association, Annual Conference, 1700 18th
Street, NW, Washington, DC 20009-2508 and
request a copy of the program.
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Book Review

Clement, Gail P. Science and Technology on
the 1nternet:AnlnstructiondGuide, Internet
Workshop Series No. 4. Berkeley, CA:
Library Solutions Press, 1995.228~.ISBN:
1-882208-1 2-9.
Science and Technology on the Internet was
written with three audiences in mind: I) scientists, engineers, and technical managers, who
are "increasingly reliant on the Internet" to do
their work; 2) librarians and information specialists, who need "to integrate Internet resources into existing collections and services";
and 3) Internet trainers who will be creating
training programs for science-technology audiences. The book includes guidelines, background information, support materials, and
exercises, serving as a handbook for Internet
trainers as well as a tutorial for scientists and
technical professionals who want to include
Internet resources in their information repertoire.
Science and Technology on the Internet
PLUS, which contains full-size copies of presentation slides and diskettes with Powerpoint
files of these same slides, is specifically geared
to Internet trainers. Science and Technology
on the Internet: An Instructional Guide, without the diskettes, is appropriate for both trainers and "learners."
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Author Gail Clement, trained both as a
geochemist and librarian, succeeds admirably
in meeting her objective of conveying "the
concepts, skills, and strategies needed to take
full advantage of the [Internet's] resources for
science and technology." I strongly recommend Science and Technology on the Internet
to Internet trainers, librarians, scientists, and
technical professionals-to anyone who will
be training, implementing, or using Internet
services and/or resources in a science-technology environment, whether in industry, academe, or research institutes and organizations.
This book is more than just a guide to
Internet resources for science and technology. Its strength lies in its task-centered approach to Internet training and use. In Section
A, "Instructional Modules," Clement identifies seven activities important to sciencetechnology professionals and demonstrates
for each the most useful Internet tools and
resources, as well as ready-to-use lecture
notes and exercises. Included are modules on
Conferencing and Collaboration, Finding
Colleagues, News and Current Information,
Reference Tools, Searching (And Retrieving) the Literature, Electronic Publishing,
and Sharing Data and Resources. Lecture
notes are subdivided into sections on What's
Available, Quality and Value, and Access
Methods; in the PLUS edition they are linked
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to presentation slides that can be used "as is"
or modified for Internet training sessions.
What distinguishes this book from other
Internet training manuals are Clement's discussions on the quality and value of Internetbased resources important to scientists and
other technical personnel. An excellent example of this is her analysis of the quality and
reliability of Internet news, found on pages 4647 of the Science and Technology on the
Internef PLUS edition:
"Separating the wheatfrom the chaffis
always a concern on the vast, unregulated
Internet, and some of the greatest variations in quality occur with the quick-toproduce, informal sources such as news
and current information.
"The nzost important qualities of any
news source are timeliness and reliability, balanced equally to ensure the value
and usefulness of the information provided. Whereas news reporters in the traditional media are obligated to verifi new
information from at least one source, no
such mechanism is inplaceon the Internet.
It is therefore incumbent upon any user of
news on the Internet to recognize that
available information may have varying
degrees of quality, and therefore develop
some practical criteria for gauging reliability.

This type of cogent analysis is lacking in
most of the other Internet guidebooks on the
market today. Clement provides the readerwhether trainer, librarian, or end-user-with
the means to evaluate the quality, reliability,
and value of Internet resources for tasks commonly engaged in by scientific researchers
and support staff.
Section B, "Fact Sheets," explains the functions of 21 Internet tools-from Archie to
World-Wide Web Robots-and describes how

each may be used to accomplish tasks important to scientific research and technology. For
each tool there is an introductory description,
applications that use the tool, cross-references
to training exercises in Section A, and, where
appropriate, a resource bibliography.
Section C, "How to Find Internet Resources
in Your Area of Interest," is subdivided into
six parts: Subject Internet Guides, Subject
Hubs, Function Hubs, Subject-Organized Resources, Resource Discovery Tools, and Prospecting for Pointers. Section D is a selected
bibliography of books and periodical articles
on science-technology Internet use. Section E
(PLUS edition only) contains print copies of
the Powerpoint presentation slides found on
the Windows and Macintosh diskettes.
Clement's training and experience comes
through in her writing style, contributing to the
book's value. As a librarian, scientist, and
experienced Internet trainer, Clement understands the information needs of the scientific
community, the way information is transmitted to its members at various states of the
research process, and how the structure and
resources of the Internet affects this process.
She understands well the importance of informal communication among scientists and how
the Internet facilitates this function, which
becomes evident in the Conferencing and Collaboration, Finding Colleagues on the Internet,
and News and Current Information modules.
Clement's training exercises are another
distinguishing feature of this book. She provides four to seven exercises for each task
module, constructed to illustrate both the strong
points and peculiarities of Internet searching
and include alternate methods when available.
One unfortunate drawback is that a book
like this is that it goes out of date before it is
published. Fortunately, Clement provides updated Internet addresses to resources listed in
her book on her own Web page (http:/1
www.fiu.edu/-clementg/gpc/).

Sharon 1. Ladner is associate professor and business librarian at the University of
Miami, Coral Gables, FL.

Information For Contributors

S

pecial Libraries publishes material on new

and developing areas o f librarianship and
information technology. Informative papers
on the administration, organization, and operation o f special librarieslinformationcenters
and reports of research in librarianship, documentation, education,and information science
and technology are appropriate contributions.
Contributions are solicited from both members and nonmembers.Papers are accepted with
the understanding they have not been published elsewhere. Special Libraries employs a
reviewing procedure. When reviewers' comments have been received, authors will be notified o f acceptance, rejection, or need for revision o f manuscripts.The review procedure usually requires a minimum of eight weeks.
Three types of original contributions are
considered for publication: full-length articles,
brief reports, and letters to the editor. New
monographs and significant report publications relating specifically to library and information science are considered for critical review. Annotations o f the periodical literature
as well as annotations o f new monographs and
reports are published-especially those with
particular pertinence to special libraries and
information centers. Articles o f special relevance may be reprinted occasionally from
other publications.
Full-length articles may range in length from
about 1,000 words to a maximum o f 5,000
words (12-15 pages of manuscript typed and
double spaced). Reports will usually be less
than 1,000 words in length (up to 4 pages o f
manuscript, typed, and double spaced).

Make sure the significance o f your paper
will be apparent to readers outside your
immediate field of interest.
Avoid specialized jargon. Readers will
skip a paper they do not understand.
Provide a title o f one or two lines, up to 26
characters plus spaces per line.
Write a brief author note, and include
position title and address. In the author
note, include information concerning
meetings and symposia, where the paper
may have been presented orally, etc.
Insert subheads at appropriate places in
the text, averaging about one subhead for
each two manuscript pages. Keep the
subheads short (up to 35 characters plus
spaces). Do not use more than one degree
o f subheads in an article. Provide a summary at the end of the article.
Mail one original and two copies, typed
and double spaced (in English only), to
Editor, Special Libraries, 1700 Eighteenth Street, N W , Washington, DC
20009-2508. The manuscript should be
mailed flat in an envelope o f suitable size.
Graphic materials should be submitted
with appropriate cardboard backing or
other stiffening materials.

Style
Follow a good general style manual. The
University o f Chicago Press Manual of
Style is appropriate.

Manuscripts
Put the significance o f your paper or a
statement o f the problem first,
supporting details and arguments second.
Copyright
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Format
Contributions can be submitted in one o f
Speciol Ubrories Association

the following formats:
Wordprocessed on 3.5" 800K disks formatted for the Apple Macintosh system;
Printed off an IBM 5219 printer or any
printer with monospaced characters; or
Typewritten on white paper on one side
only, leaving 1.25" (or 3 cm) of space
around all margins of standard, lettersize
(8.5" x I I") paper;
Double spacing must be used throughout,
including the title page, tables, legends,
and references.
The first page of the manuscript should
carry the first and last name of all authors,
the institutions or organizations with
which the authors were affiliated at the
time the work was done (present affiliation, if different, should be noted in a
footnote), and a notation as to which
author should receive the galleys for
proofreading.
Succeeding pages should carry the number of the page in the upper right-hand
corner.

Abstract
An informative abstract of 100 words or
less must be included for full-length articles.
The abstract should be complete in
itself with reference to the paper or the
literature cited. The abstract should be
typed with double spacing on a separate sheet.

Acknowledgments
-

-

Credits for financial support, for materials and technical assistance or advice
may be cited in a section headed "Acknowledgements," which should appear
at the end of the text.

Illustrations
Tables or figures should be completely
intelligible without further reference to
the text. Letters and numbers should be
distinct and large, as most figures will be
reduced in the printing process.
Graphs, charts, and photographs should
be given consecutive figure numbers as
they will appear in the text.
For figures, the originals with three
clearly legible reproductions (to be sent
to reviewers) should accompany the
manuscript.
Reprint permission must be secured in
writing for illustrations which are not the
author's own.

References and Notes
Number all references to the literature
and notes in a single sequence in the order
in which they are cited in the text. Cite all
references and notes but do not insert
reference numbers in titles or abstracts.
Accuracy and adequacy of the references are the responsibility of the author. Literature cited should be checked
carefully with the original publications.
References to personal letters, abstracts
of oral reports, and other unedited material may be included. The author
should secure approval, in writing, from
anyone cited as a source of an unpublished work. Be sure to provide full
details on how such material may be
obtained by others.
References to periodicals should be in the
following order: authors, article title,
unabbreviated journal name, volume
number, issue number, inclusive pagination, and date of publication.
Smith, John and Virginia Dare. "Special Li-
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brarianship in Action." Special Libraries 59
(10): 1241-1 243 (December 1968).

authors and readers. The most important
goal is to eliminate ambiguities.

Smith, John J. "The Library of Tomorrow." in
Proceedings of the 34th Se.s.sion, International
Libraries Institute, city, year. 2v. city, press,

In addition, improved sentence structure often permits the readers to absorb
salient ideas more readily.

year published.
Featherly, W. "Steps in Preparing a Mertification
Program in a Company." ASME Paper 72-DE12 presented at the Design Engineering Conference and Show, Chicago, IL, May 8-1 1 , 1972.
References to books should be in this
order: authors, title, city, publisher, year,
pagination.
Brown, Abel. Information ut Work. New York,
Abracadabra Press, 1909. 248 p.
Andrei, M. et a]. The History of Athens. The
Historq. ($Ancient Greece, 10v. New York.
Harwood Press, 1850.

-

If extensive editing is indicated by
reviewers, with consequent possibility of altered meanings, manuscripts
are returned to the author for correction and approval before type is set.
Authors can make additional changes
at this stage without incurring any
printer's charges.

Proofs
Authors receive galley proofs with a
maximum five-day allowance for corrections. One set of galley proofs or an
equivalent is provided for each paper.
Corrections must be marked on the galley, not on the manuscript.

-

Manuscripts are edited to improve the
effectiveness of communication between

At this stage authors must keep alterations to a minimum.

Call for Reviewers
Care to extend your professional association involvement? Become a vital
part of SLA7sSerial Publications Program. SLA needs referees for its peer
review process of Special Libraries manuscripts and reviewers for books,
software and CD-ROM products. If you'd like to extend your professional
involvement in SLA, please fill out this form and mail or fax to manager,
serial publications, SLA, 1700 18th St., NW, Washington, DC 20009; tel
(202)234-4700, ext. 644; fax (202)265-9317.

Software Cl CD-ROM

Iwill review: C3 Manuscripts D Books

Phone (

)

Fax (

E-mail

Please list your area(~)of expertise:

)
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package.
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O 1996
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hatever the topic, whatever the source. When you need documents
-and you need them ~~~~~~count on the UMI InfoStoreT\'.

Just send us your requests by fax, phone, e-mail, or online service, and
you'll receive your copyright-cleared documents in as little as 24
hours.. .or a mere four hours for journal articles from our vast internal
collection. It's fast. It's easy. And it's the most cost-effective document
delivery in the industry.
You'll have peace of mind having one reliable resource for all your
document needs. You'll also have your own Client Service
Representative to provide you with customized billing solutions, usage
reports, and whatever else you need to keep all your docs in a row.
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300 N. Zeeb Rd., PO. Box 1346,Ann Arbor, MI 48106-1346 USA
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The New York Public Libmy seeks an experienced library
administrator t o head its new Science, Industry and
Business Library (SIBL) which will open in Spring 1996.
SIBL, one of the world's most comprehensive and innovative information resources in science and business, has a
2M volume collection, state-of-the-art systems, and an
annual operating budget of over $10M. Additional information about SIBL is available at http://www.nypl.org.
Reporting to the Andrew W. Mellon Director of The
Research Libraries, the successful candidate will provide
leadership and strategic direction to ensure customerresponsive collections, programs and services.
Responsibilities include financial planning and oversight, program development and evaluation, communications, and fundraising for the SIBL programs.
Qualified candidates must have a Masters in Information or
Library Science; advanced degrees in business and/or the
iciences preferred. Substantial administrative and managerial
experience required.
For consideration, please send curriculum vitae and the
names of three references to:

Human Resources Dept. S-7
4n Equal Opportunity Employer

The New York Public Library
188 M a d i s o n Ave., NY, NY 10016
e-mail (ASCIIplease): hrd%nypl.org
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data on CD-ROM,
Knight-Ridder
Information, Inc. gives
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orporate America
Thomas Register
Standard & Poor's
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Fixed Reference Sources on CD-ROM
Kirk-Othmer Encyclopedia of Chemical
Technology - Fourth Edition with images!
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Asia-Pacific Business Intelligence,
Volume I and Volume I1
East & West European Business
Intelligence
Latin American Business Intelligence,
and more ...

Energy & Environment
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DOE Energy Science and Technology
Ei Energy & Environment ~ i s c ~ ~
Nuclear Science Abstracts
Dement Petroleum and Power
Engineering
Environmental Chemistry, Health
& Safety
Environmental Management
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With these powerful KR OnDisc
products, you work faster than you
ever thought possible. Because with our
Easy Menu Search, you can find information in any number of ways. Such as by
key word, subject headings, journal name,
author name, conference title, language,
inventor, or patent publication date.
You'll also work more affordably. Why?
With the fixed annual subscription price,
you get unlimited access to the database(s)
you choose.
Find your way to the information you need.
Call us now and ask about a free 30-day
preview: 1-800-334-2564,415-254-8800,
or 215-241-0131. Our fax number is
415-254-8093.
01996 Knight-Ridder Information, Inc. 2440 El
Camino Real, Mountain View, CA 94040 All rights
resewed. DIALOG' is a sewice mark and KR
InformationOnDisc is a trademark of Knight-Ridder
Information, Inc. 'Registered U S . Patent and
Trademark Office.

Knight-Ridder Information, Inc.

The World'sTop
Industry ExpertsAre Now
Up BeforeyouAre.
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special libraries

ERL the information professionals' choice
-

this year, and for years to come -offers:

TRUECLIENT/SERVER ARCHITECTURE
ERL Technology maximizes network efficiency
and ensures that users get optimal performance
from the retrieval client of their choice.

MULTIPLE
PLATFORMS
ERL Clients are available for Windows, Macintosh,
DOS and UNIX platforma, so you can use
the platform most consistent with your existing
environment. ERL S e n w platforms include SCOU N E and Sun Solaris, with IBM hlX coming soon.

EXPANDING
OPTIONS
Through our own development efforts, as well as
industq collaborations, we continue to expand
the number of client and sewer platforms available,
offering even greater flexibility and choice.

Now you can have Internet access to many
databases on your choice of platform, with fully
functional clients that provide the same search
experience as their standalone counterparts all
for a fixed-fee subscription price.
-

PROVEN
NETWORK SOLUTION
More than 85 major institutions and corporations
worldwide have proven ERL to be an outstanding
network solution. Now you can join them.

ERL IS AVAILABLE TODAY!
Call now for further details describing how you
can benefit from ERL Technology, and to receive
the new 1995 SilvrrPlatter Directory of products
and services.
Contact us toll-free at 800-343-0064,or via
the Internet at inf~~~siIverplatter.com.

SilverPlatter Injormation, Inc.
100 River Ridge Dvive, Norwood, M A U S A 02062-5043

ONLINE Magazine's Field Guide to
the 100 Most Important Online Databases
Absolutely anyone doing online research today
needs THE ONLINE I O W A powerful and
practical resource that unlocks the secrets of
critical information spanning all areas of industry,
education, science, and the humanities.
Author Mick O'Leary, a leading information
industry expert, evaluates the 100 most important and useful databases and provides time
and money-savingtips including:
concise explanations of each database's
strengths and weaknesses
typical search costs
critical information on span and update
frequency of data

240 pages, $22.95

hard-to-find information on CD-ROM and
Internet availability

Available Now from the Publisher
of ONLINE Magazine

advice on when not to use a certain database-with pointers on where to look instead
complete contact information for all principal databanks
practical tips and advice to help you get the most out of a database
This is a brave and needed effort. It used to be that good searchers could know every database
that was available, but this isn't possible anymore.. .I like the idea of the book, and the structure.
THE ONLINE 100 will be very helpfvl to experienced searchers as well as to beginners.
--Carol Tenopir, Prof. of Information Sciences,

U. of Tennessee School of lnformation Sciences,
and Columnist, library Journal

